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The Art Commerce market has not realized its global growth potential due to a few fundamental 

reasons; (a) The art industry, until now, has been controlled and dominated by a few large renowned 

dealers and auction houses who keep information on authenticity and valuation of art very secretive 

as a business advantage. (b) There is a private network of ‘trust’ and investors in art have a 

perception that this informal network is the only ‘trustworthy’ network that can be relied upon for 

provenance and transactions. The institutions in this network share records of art assets such as 

the authenticity, condition, value, custody chain and clearing/settlement and keep this information 

carefully veiled from the rest. With these unique privileges, they act as intermediaries and exert 

major influence on the art transaction model and the overall tempo of the art market. Hence, when 

compared to other industries, the art and art commerce industry has not yet truly reached the 

masses nor empowered the majority of the art producers and consumers.   

  

The art market remains an extremely constrained, restrictive and cost-burdened business model 

potentially leaving over 90% of artists worldwide excluded and disenfranchised – particularly in 

emerging and third world economies. For most of the artists, the cost of monetizing their art asset 

is simply too high despite having accessibility to the internet and social media. Even if an artist does 

make it through the very selective screening process, there is little assurance that the artist will 

receive a fair compensation in every secondary market transaction such as limited-edition prints, 

copies, permission to publish in magazines etc. In our view, the existing art commerce model is 

extremely opaque and disrespectful to a vast majority of creative people. Without open, 

transparent, affordable, trustworthy provenance and transaction processes, the existing Art 

Commerce model will remain the major obstacle that impedes enrollment of more artists and 

buyers in the global ‘Art economy’.  
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Blockchain Art Toujours aims to change this opaque business model with the help of Blockchain 

technology. Our solution provides an opportunity to all artists and art collectors to participate in a 

more transparent and fair global Art Commerce ecosystem with complete confidence of immutable 

and ‘frictionless’ transactions. For the first time now in human history, Blockchain technology will 

allow people everywhere to trust in peer-to-peer transactions. This trust is established not by 

various big institutions but by collaboration, cryptography and by some clever code. Because trust 

is native to Blockchain technology, blockchains have the potential to replace traditional 

intermediaries with decentralized networks of trust. We will connect artists, collectors and investors 

in art directly, via an open Ethereum Blockchain platform and with escrow smart contracts that carry 

out transactions. It will reduce the need for participation of intermediaries, such as brokers and art 

dealers that facilitate transactions. It will also replace reputation-based trust with trust, which is 

based on the decentralized and distributed blockchain ledger.   

  

The blockchain ‘trust protocol’ is a powerful proposition and potentially a major disruptive force 

that allows art owners to turn each of their art assets into a self-regulating business with a perpetual 

‘revenue stream’. Once the art is on the Blockchain Art Toujours platform (‘BARTVault’), it will help 

in marketing itself and protect the owners IP rights. Because the art has a crypto-payment system 

(in a sense a bank account attached to it), payments will flow back to the artist – whether the art is 

sold, leased, rented or has its copies printed. There is no need for ‘settlements’ since payment and 

settlement will be the same activity. The transaction is simply a change in the ledger on the global 

Blockchain platform that allows the artists and art owners to control the industry instead of the 

powerful intermediaries that are currently in control. Most importantly, there is complete 

transparency with regards to the reputation of the experts, appraisers and arbiters.   

  

  

  

  

  

(Note: ‘provenance’ means the place of origin or earliest known history of the item’s origin, source, 

record of ownership, authenticity and quality.)  
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BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY & ART PROVENANCE  

 

WITHOUT TRANSPARENT, OPEN, AFFORDABLE AND TRUSTWORTHY PROVENANCE AND 

TRANSACTION PROCESSES, THE EXISTING ART COMMERCE MODEL WILL REMAIN THE 

BIGGEST OBSTACLE IMPEDING ENROLLMENT OF MORE ARTISTS AND BUYERS IN THE GLOBAL 

'ART ECONOMY'. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY  WITH ITS UNDERLYING 'TRUST PROTOCOL', 

CRYPTOGRAPHY  AND IMMUTABLE DISTRIBUTED LEDGER FEATURES IS A MAJOR DISRUPTIVE 

TECHNOLOGY AND OFFERS A POWERFUL PROPOSITION  WHICH WILL ENABLE ART OWNERS 

TO POTENTIALLY TURN EACH OF THEIR ART ASSET INTO A SELF-REGULATING BUSINESS WITH 

A PERPETUAL  'INCOME STREAM'. 

 

Our Vision is an open ‘Global Art eco-system’ backed by blockchain technology that allows creation and 
consumption of standardized asset provenance and payment services and facilitates P2P global Art 
Commerce. Blockchain Art Toujours’ strives to gradually democratize the Art world and bring it within 
reach of Artists and Art collectors across the globe, regardless of geography, culture, or price of the Art 
Asset. We will provide millions of artists and art owners worldwide with the ability to retain complete 
control of the sale and/or use of their art asset, whether in a P2P model, or on their individual 
website(s), or on consignment to galleries, dealers and auction houses. The artists will have full 
transparency of where their work is being displayed, how much it is being sold for, where it is being used, 
and when relevant, how many copies and prints are in circulation. With this type of focused control, the 
artist/owner can realize the major share from the sale and use of their assets while dramatically 
reducing, or even completely sidestepping, heavy commissions and intermediary transaction costs. For 
the first time, artists can have a global audience where they do not feel disenfranchised by existing 
opaque and rigid inclusion structures that create hurdles for artists to control the true economic 
value of their work. Using our specifically designed software tools, art owners can conveniently sell their 
assets worldwide and easily sell ‘use rights’ to publishers, advertisers and other commercial customers - 
all within escrow-smart contracts and payment system on the Blockchain.  
  
The Blockchain Art Toujours platform (BARTVault) will provide an opportunity for many existing online 
art commerce models to use our Application Programming Interfaces (API) and infuse elements of trust, 
provenance, immutability, smart contracts and crypto-payments into their functioning platforms. We 
believe very strongly that effective application of Blockchain technology will empower the broader artist 
and consumer base, as well as increase the number of art collectors in the art world exponentially. We 
call this “démocratiser l'art pour Toujours” or “democratize art forever”.  
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With the emergence of the Web browser interface and subsequent rapid adoption of the Internet 

in the last two decades, there has been an enormous transformation on how business is 

transacted in almost every industry – except for Art. This disruption has radically altered the 

economics of the entertainment, travel, retail, media and publishing, commercial real estate, local 

transportation and food industries, among others. Online giant Amazon alone is estimated to 

account for a large proportion of 2016 US retail sale. However, questions regarding adoption of 

art e-commerce remain - how, when, and in what manner will this transformation take place in 

the art industry?  Why is the art market impervious to the penetration of commerce 

conversion? Why is it that ordinary people are reluctant to purchase Art with ease online 

as with other goods and services?  

  

It would be incorrect to say that no honest attempt was made to bring Art Commerce into the 

mainstream by using the Internet. Initial attempts were made by Sotheby's, Amazon, and eBay. In 

January 1999, Sotheby's announced a $25 million plan to create a dedicated online Art marketplace 

- a first of its kind by a major auction house. At the heart of its initial strategy was a plan to sign up 

over 5,000 secondary market dealers, nearly all of them clients, to provide inventory for sale on a 

dedicated Sotheby's online site that was separate from its live auction business. Sotheby's online 

venture was the boldest and most conspicuous participant in art commerce, but was shut down in 

2003 due to many unresolved issues relating to provenance, trust, transparency and complexity in 

transactions.    

  

A lot has changed since 1999. The Internet has become faster and more pervasive, storage has 

become less expensive and access devices have become more powerful with friendly user 

interfaces. This has provided Artists a platform for widespread online display of their art and as a 

result, thousands of new artists from across the globe have adopted the web. A host of web 

services exist which enable artists to design their own websites with fairly low entry and start-up 

costs. These include Portfoliobox, Moonfruit, Behance, Dribble, Carbonmade, Crevado, Cargo, 

Wix, Format, Squarespace, WordPress and more established publishing tools such as Adobe 

Portfolio. With online presence tools that include social media such as Facebook (and blogs), 

artists are showcasing their portfolios and have created a medium that has become crucial for 

artists to promote and raise awareness of their art.  

  

Despite the thriving Internet and the online display of art in ‘virtual showcases’, revenues and 

profits for Artists and art owners remain negligible. The number of Artists and art inventory is 

growing just as human population is growing and in the past 25 years more Artists and Art 

Assets have surfaced than in the entire 700 years of known Art History. These emerging Artists 

are not from Europe and North America alone but include China, Russia, South America, Africa, 

Asia, and other global regions. There are still thousands more talented artists from across the 

world whose work is remarkable but has yet to be ‘monetized’. It would be fair to say that the 

promise of the Internet and World Wide Web has yet to bring any meaningful and sustainable 

economic rewards for the estimated 90% of worldwide artists. They simply are not able to 
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control and sell their work with ease even though the Internet has propelled their virtual 

presence to a level beyond what the initial purveyors had anticipated.   

  

  

There are several reasons for poor monetization of art. First, buyers have a lack of trust in the 

authenticity and condition of art assets. Trust cannot be fully derived without provenance 

information – the trusted record of origin, ownership, authenticity and quality. Provenance is an 

integral part of the documentation supporting the authenticity of art objects and is vital 

for establishing and maintaining the investment value of art for buyers. So far, provenance and 

trust are in the hands of a few intermediaries who have extremely opaque business models and 

processes. They charge exorbitant fees for establishing provenance thereby restricting investment 

in art and obstructing the growth of an efficient and modern art market. Many countries and cities 

outside mainstream European and US cities are years behind in this cornerstone requirement for 

art commerce. Without trusted and seamless provenance systems, the true possibilities of 

global P2P exchange of Art and collectibles cannot be realized.    

  

Second, the current art trade model has too many intermediaries that create a slow and 

highly friction-laden transaction process. As the Internet expands and reaches more territories of 

the world, more artists and their assets are visible online, however monetization of this art is 

saddled with ‘transaction friction’. Only a few Artists with connections with established intermediary 

galleries and auctions houses are able to realize monetary gains once hefty commissions and 

transaction charges are deducted.   

  

Third, artist and art owners’ main reason to create an online presence is to reach a larger pool of 

potential consumers and create pre-sales awareness and interest. Increase in volume of uploaded 

art has brought an increase in problems such as forgery, imitation of artwork, theft of intellectual 

property and abuse of copyrights. It has become easier to commit fraud and other unlawful actions 

within the online ecosystem. There are certainly hundreds and thousands of forgers all over the 

world who are good at what they do and Art owners and artists are uncomfortable with the casual 

spread of illegal use of their art.  

  

Finally, there are order fulfillment challenges. Payments, shipment, insurance, storage and 

delivery are additional obstacles in the growth of Art Commerce world. The fulfillment process is 

not yet reliable or standardized enough to be contractually enforced easily. In order to sustain the 

economic interests of artists globally, cross-border payments and delivery mechanisms have to 

be transparent and seamless.    

  

Most of the above challenges can be addressed by the adoption of Blockchain technology that 

is suited to overcome precisely these types of issues. Blockchain has elements of trust, provenance, 

multiple party validations, immutability of historical transactions, and use of online cryptocurrency 

as a secure and transparent means for payment. With Blockchain and smart contracts that govern 

the business transaction rules, the Art Commerce world can realize its potential by making buying  
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and selling Art and Collectibles convenient. Blockchain offers the additional layer of provenance and 

trust to support a sustainable ecosystem –one that will have the potential to let under-

served artists (even closet-artists) from across the world to participate in the art commerce 

business. It will be possible one day for a grandmother to expose her artwork on Blockchain and 

sell it online with ease, to someone on the other end of the world.  

 
 

 

The European Art Foundation (TEAF) defines art as objects including fine art, antiques, decorative 

art, collectibles, haute jewelry, photography, and design. This category covers Paintings, Works on 

Paper, Photography, Sculpture, Silver, Art Glass and Lamps, Porcelain and Ceramics, Decorative Arts, 

Objects de Vertu, Coins, Watches and Clocks, Jewelry, Luxury Accessories, Asian Collectibles, 

Furniture, Modern Design, Carpets and such.   

  

Art has always remained of great interest to humans since early ages. Interest in Art is not confined 

to a specific region or culture. People have pursued this profession equally in the times of war and 

peace for centuries. During WW-II when Winston Churchill was asked to cut arts funding to support 

the war effort, he replied: “Then what are we fighting for?” This famous quote underscores the 

importance of art in a civilization and culture. Art defines a civilization and culture forever (Toujours) 

and preserving art is an essential element of preserving a culture.  

  

Compared with other industries, the commerce aspects of the art market are famously difficult to 

quantify due to majority of art sales being conducted with discretion in private art galleries, 

exhibitions and auctions. Additionally, the existing online art Commerce branch of the market is 

highly fragmented with no visible leaders.   

  

The high-end of the art market is dominated by a few incumbent mainstream art dealers and 

auction houses, such as Sotheby's, Christie's, Bonham's, Phillips, and China Guardian (aka Top 

5). This segment has a firmly etched mindset that revolves around exclusivity and has profited 

handsomely from the extended reach of the Internet. Traditionally, provenance and trust has been 

in their hands and as intermediaries they charge exorbitant fees for establishing provenance, 

establishing prices and transacting trades. This closed ecosystem has made investing in art out of 

reach of majority of people who may want to invest in art for financial gains and to benefit through 

consumption (prestige, decoration etc.). The extremely opaque business models and processes 

make it difficult for ordinary Artists to participate, particularly for those residing outside the top 

European and US cities. Thousands of Artists and collectors of Art worldwide have simply not been 

able to pierce the veil behind which Art provenance and financial transactions occur. This exclusion 

is holding back the overall growth of Art e-Commerce.   
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The mid-price market consists of art galleries, dealers and auction houses who have physical 

presence and who also reach collectors and new buyers using online platforms and social media. 

Within this space there are three general types of galleries and dealers, (i) traditional 'Bricks & 

Mortar' galleries and dealers that are offline, (ii) those with an offline and online presence (aka 

'Bricks & Clicks'), and (iii) 'Online Only'. One successful business is Heritage Auctions, which is one 

of the first art auction houses to embrace online technology and is expanding to other areas of 

collectibles such as coins, sports memorabilia and comics.   

  

  

Other sales channels selling art on-line are ‘1stdibs’, and ‘Artsy’. These online platforms are famous 

enough to make it to the top in the TEFAF 2017 report. Also, most dealers in the first world have 

their own website through which enquiries can be made and potential sales can follow. 

Some dealers use a white label software product to power e-commerce and frequently list with 

other online platforms that redirect sales to them (e.g. artnet, Artsy, Barnebys). In terms of 

value, the percentage sold through dealers online is currently a small fraction of their overall 

sales.    

  

Many Artists in the ‘developed world’ have online presence in the form of a website with a virtual 

gallery that is similar to those market platforms specific to art but with little or no curated approach 

to participating. The website could be a standalone or a ‘cloud-based’ model such as London based 

‘Artfinder’ which provides a marketplace for 10,000 artists, or as ‘Artsy’, which has a 1,700 strong art 

gallery following, or as ‘Wdyr’ that launched in 2015 in Zurich and provides an online space for 2,600 

artists. Others such as ‘Artists.de’ and ‘Art&Only’ based in Geneva offer a marketplace for artists, 

dealers, and collectors. ‘Art&Only’ operates at the mid-to-higher end of the 

market and facilitates sales for art over US $10,000. ‘Collectionair’ in Dubai is a marketplace for 

collectors selling artworks from over 1,100 artists with prices ranging from $500 to $5,000. There 

are also ‘Art-tech’ companies that supply support services to the art industry. Two art-tech 

companies that stand out for having provided essential services to the art industry from the start 

are ‘Artnet’ and ‘Invaluable’. Artnet focuses on modern and contemporary paintings, prints, and 

photographs and is also a primary source for the TEFAF Art Market Report since its first release in 

2002.  

  

In summarizing, the following list illustrates the fragmentation in the Art world:  

1. Artist online sales: Artists make direct sales to clients online via their private websites.  

2. Artist marketplaces: An online marketplace facilitates a virtual environment for artists to 

display and sell their work. Payments take place directly on a third-party website.  

3. Online Artist platforms: An online platform that functions much the same as an online 

marketplace with the main difference being that sales do not take place on the platform. Buyers 

are redirected to the artist’s website in order to purchase.  

4. Art gallery and Dealer online sales: The gallery or dealer makes direct sales online via 

their website.  

5. Gallery and Dealer marketplaces: The online market place brings galleries and dealers 

together with buyers on a third-party platform. The marketplace facilitates the sale on 

their website (usually buy-now).  
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6. Online Gallery/Dealer platforms: The platform provides an online introduction between 

the buyer and the dealer or gallery but the sale does not take place on the platform. Buyers are 

redirected to the dealer or gallery’s own website or to their offline premises.  

7. Auction house online sales: Auction houses use an online platform with their own name, 

either to accept online bids to a traditional live auction sale, or to run a timed, online-only 

auction (usually bid-now with some buy-now options). Platforms are either built internally or 

hosted by an auction software provider.  

8. Auction marketplaces: There are two types of auction marketplaces: (i) A website which 

hosts online auctions for multiple offline auction houses and, (ii) An intermediary website 

through which visitors can follow multiple online auctions from different online auction houses. 

For live auctions the website collects (absentee) bids from potential buyers and bids on their 

behalf on the website where the online auction is actually taking place.  

9. Private seller marketplace: An online marketplace facilitates a virtual environment for 

private sellers (distinct from a dealer or artist) to display, sell or buy works of art. 

Payments take place directly on the third-party website.  

  

The art industry is showing significant growth with signs of becoming more globalized. TEFAF Art 

Market Report 2017 reports that the art market is experiencing year-to-year growth with sales 

moving to the dealers and away from the auction houses. Art commerce was difficult to quantify 

outside USA, Europe and China, however these three regions accounted for $26 billion in 

sales; auction houses in these regions accounted for $17 billion, and private auctions accounted 

for $2 billion out of a total of $45 billion reported sales. According to the same report, 

approximately 8% of art auction sales took place online. For art dealers, 4% of their global sales 

occurred online. The report states that 64% of dealers already sell online and 16% of dealers plan 

to go online. The remaining 20% do not have any intentions of turning to online market due to lack 

of confidence.   

(Note: Another report commissioned by Art Basel and UBS estimated the total sales to be much 

higher at $56.6 billion.  

 
 
 

USA, 40%

UK, 21%

China, 20%

France, 7%

Germany, 2%

Switzerland, 2%
Italy, 1%

Spain, 1% Others, 6% Annual Global Art Sales
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Art Economics 2017  
 
In the past USA, UK and China have remained at the top in sales. This remained unchanged in 2016 

according to the TEFAF 2017 report. These three regions accounted for 81% of total sales by 

value with USA having the largest share at 40%, UK with 21% share and China with 20% share. 

Remaining countries, mostly in Europe, accounted for 19% share.  

 
 
 

Global Art Commerce is currently concentrated in just a few countries 
 
From this recent data, the growth of online art e-Commerce is certain. However, with increase in 

the online art market there is also a trend of increase in forgery and fraud. Fake prints, paintings, 

pottery, photographs, and other art are appearing throughout the fragmented space. Art owners 

and artists are obviously the stakeholders who stand to lose the most unless actionable measures 

are put in place. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

USA, 40%

UK, 21%

China, 20%

All Others, 19%

Global Art Commerce Activity
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As highlighted in the introduction, the world has experienced an enormous shift to online markets. 

Those who have successfully embraced the move to meet the demand from technological advances 

are thriving. Online presence is helping auction houses, dealers and artists expand beyond the 

traditional marketplace and reach new buyers and collectors. This trend will likely continue and 

accelerate. Many countries and regions previously untouched by the Art Commerce world such as 

Russia, Eastern Europe, Gulf States, Sub-Saharan Africa, SE Asia, South Asia, and Latin America are 

expected to join as the internet spreads further and becomes speedier.  

  

The ease and access of browsing the internet has shifted the local activity of buying art and antiques 

into a more global activity. Collectors are no longer bound by a limited selection of 

local galleries, dealers, and auction sales. As artists, dealers, galleries and auction houses promote 

their art online, the choice for collectors has broadened dramatically. This has been further 

enhanced by the emergence of social media where individuals are empowered through access to 

information and a huge choice of art.  

  

Imagine a world where serious collectors can search for art created by artists located in any corner 

of the world. They can turn to technology to obtain provenance information, acquire and insure 

their selection with ease, and get the art delivered to them – all this while confirming ownership as 

an immutable record on a globally distributed ledger. There is no doubt that digital media and 

mobile channels will have an impact on art business.  

  

MILLENNIALS: THE NEXT GENERATION OF ART COLLECTORS  

  

Millennials, who have modest buying power today are the same population from which the 

next wave of serious art collectors will emerge when they reach the prime earning and art collecting 

years between 45 and 65.  In size, the millennial generation is only second to the baby boomer 

generation. Having come of age during this massive intrusion of mobile technology into the human 

landscape, millennials have shown themselves to be not only more engaged in it as compared 

to their older counterparts, but also more trusting and dependent on technology for daily activity, 

social status, interaction, and life experience. According to the 2017 TEFAF report, 57% of Americans 

aged 25 to 34 are comfortable buying art online. This next generation of potential collectors, have 

a greater comfort with technology that allows them to discover products, including art, from 

anywhere in the world, whenever and from wherever they are. They are a generation that has come 

of age buying online and it’s second nature to them. As their wealth increases and their desire and 

capacity evolves with age, so will the technology advances in online activities and experiences. For 

example, the ability to mimic the senses sufficiently to provide an increasingly tangible and 

emotional experience of interaction with arts will revolutionize the online space and affect 

relationships between artists, dealers and collectors.   
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As the Internet reaches more corners of the globe, online buying will be second nature to a high 

percentage of the younger population around the globe. The younger generation is digitally 

savvy and the art market is expected to benefit at all price points from their involvement.  

  

Many dealers recognize this trend and are moving online to reach a wider audience. 

The internet is facilitating finding of a broader, younger audience. Artists and dealers are meeting 

the younger buyers online through targeted e-commerce platforms and a social media presence. 

Technological advances that increase trust levels, allow for transparency and provide ease of use 

will surely encourage more traditional buyers to join in the art commerce world.   

  

THE PROBLEM WE ARE SOLVING  

  

The Art Ecommerce market has many complexities in the sales and fulfillment processes. The 

top four are; (i) Lack of transparent and consistent rules of engagement; (ii) Lack of trust in 

ownership, authenticity, chain of custody and condition; (ii) Lack of reliability and confidence in 

the fulfillment process; and, (iv) speed of the transactions and payments.   

  

At present, the art investment world is relatively small because there is no sound way for buyers 

to assess the authenticity of what they are buying, including fair market price. The established 

institutional provenance and trust services are expensive, restrictive and serve only a few, thereby 

disenfranchising the majority. Without provenance and trust, art cannot be valued and thus is not 

a reliable investment choice for the majority. A system of chain of custody, from ‘mine to market’ 

with all valuation steps within (art creation to market) is necessary for art to become a popular 

investment vehicle. Improved measures for greater trust, immutability of custody and a frictionless 

commerce model are absolutely necessary for the art Commerce world to attract investment and 

achieve global growth.  

  

The rising instances of forgery, copying and theft of original art are other major problems faced by 

the art world. Art can be duplicated, with fake art sold as original. Without solid means to 

establish provenance, it is difficult for common buyers to ascertain if the asset they are buying is 

genuine. The art piece purchased by a collector may not be an original and multiple replica of 

it may exist around the world.    

  

Another serious problem inherent in the current art world is the widespread illegal use of 

intellectual work i.e. making unauthorized prints, copies, posters, and digital screensavers without 

the owner’s permission. The art world has made significant efforts to legislate this long debated 

issue and the Californian (USA) and EU law makers have enacted legislation which codifies the 

intention to protect Copyrights (the "California Resale Royalty Act" and "Directive 2001/84/EC", 

respectively). Currently, these acts are not enforceable since there is no way to track the sales of art 

between private parties and no central registry of art ownership exists. Hence, there is no reliable 

basis with which to enforce the laws. Artists, creators, owners, and collectors lose millions in 

revenue from illegal use of their work (prints, posters, digital assets, etc.).  
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These vulnerabilities only further discourage Artists from entering the Art e-Commerce 

world. Photographs of their prints can be used to print their work in magazines,  

   

posters, and framed prints with no convenient way for owners to grant such permissions or to 

track permissions granted for such work. Most artists are reluctant to publish high quality 

photographs of their work online as they are particularly concerned by the ease in which 

photographs of their work can be used without compensation to them.  

  

Overexposure is yet another concern expressed by many artists, as they do not have control over 

where and when an image of their work is shared. Selling art can take time and a single valuable 

work of art may pass through several galleries/dealers' possession before it reaches its final 

buyer. Art displayed on a website as the inventory of one gallery/dealer while being sold by another 

gallery/dealer can create confusion and can cast doubts in a potential buyer's mind.   

  

In short, the world is getting digitally connected and people can communicate and discover new 

artists and artwork with ease. Existing and new Art can be discovered online, but the absence 

of elements of trust and friction are restraining commercial activity. Furthermore, wealth is moving 

into the hands of a younger generation who is more tuned into the connected world and is savvy in 

online transactions. This younger generation is much more open to art as a new form of investment 

if they can be assured of the authenticity, provenance and a frictionless and transparent 

transaction mechanism. The younger generation can take the relationship with art into the 

mainstream investment world that can include contemporary art 

selections alongside masterpieces in their investment portfolios. Likewise, Artists may prefer to sell 

their art if there is a secure and convenient way to get maximum exposure, reasonably priced 

provenance services and a fair price without disturbing their existing relationships. Artists would 

prefer additional revenue sources from derivatives and permissioned use of their work. They don’t 

want their work being used for ‘free’ and be left cheated out of their rights.   

  

THE BLOCKCHAIN ART TOUJOURS' SOLUTION  

  

Blockchain Art Toujours is initially focused on servicing the needs of over 90% of unserved and 

underserved art creators, collectors, buyers and sellers. Blockchain Art Toujours is using the 

most secure and exciting technology layer on the internet, post the web browser, i.e. the Blockchain 

distributed ledger, coupled with ‘smart contracts’. The solution will enable art provenance to be 

recorded in a decentralized registry, guaranteed to be 100% free from corruption or 

manipulation. The technology solution will not only facilitate existing art commerce but also 

encourage newer business models that contribute towards enlisting more artists with genuine art 

and collectibles. A completely transparent art commerce market will be enabled that attracts a new 

generation of investors in art. The main areas we are addressing with the Blockchain Art Toujours 

Vault (BARTVault) solution are:  

  

1. Provide a means to artists / owners to protect their work through provenance.  

2. Eliminate the risk of buying and selling fake art assets.  

3. Prevent altering of vital information of art assets in any way.   
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4. Provide a complete 'chaîne de garde pour Toujours' (chain of custody forever) for art assets.  

5. Enable frictionless transactions using escrow in smart contracts that govern the rules and 

conditions of transactions.  

6. Minimizing provenance costs, commissions, overheads and unnecessary intermediaries.  

  

  

The Blockchain Art Toujours solution is an ‘Owner Centric Solution’ that is purposely designed to 

give the owner of the art asset definitive control of the placement, movement and disposition of the 

asset throughout the entire market chain. In the process, we are facilitating art museums, auction 

houses and art galleries to ‘link-up’ and obtain information of art and artists, and obtain 

provenance tokens. Most curators of museums and art galleries will appreciate this effort. Rather 

than purely forge new ground, our platform is flexible enough to easily accommodate existing art 

e-Commerce models. As much as our platform is disruptive and may be viewed as being ‘against 

the powerful incumbents’, we believe that with the inclusion of our open API’s approach, 

our platform is more ‘realistic’ and ‘incrementalist’. Appraising of art assets, establishing 

provenance, buying, selling, insuring and storage, are areas where we can complement existing 

web-based business models and facilitate them in reducing costs and removing 

transaction friction.    

  

With the help of a registered and distributed worldwide network of art experts and moderators who 

are compensated fairly for providing provenance services through the machinery of the Blockchain, 

our solution has the potential to exponentially increase the inventory of ‘investment quality’ art in 

the industry.  

  

PROVIDING SUPPORT SERVICES TO THE ART WORLD  

  

Our business model provides end-to-end commercial activity and further provides a platform to 

bring the art community together, including artists, museums, art galleries, expert appraisers, and 

art students. Information provision is an important element of any industry and the art industry is 

no different. We will provide price data as well as news, editorials and listing services for galleries – 

all paid through the ‘ARISTON’, the currency that is specifically designed to promote growth in the 

global art world. Providing a supportive role in the art market will encourage more galleries and 

dealers to link-up with our platform. This is another example of how our platform is an inclusive 

partnership based model and is an all-encompassing supporting platform.   

  
BARTVAULT REVENUE SOURCES  
 

Our business model combines ‘off-blockchain’ and ‘on-blockchain’ features that provide revenues 

through both types of transactions. The off-blockchain transactions include direct sales and 

auctions of ‘tokenized’ and ‘non-tokenized’ art. Revenue will also be realized from annual 

subscription fees on the platform. Artists will get a free subscription for the first year with a 10 GB 

storage space to upload images of their artwork on our cloud database. Additional storage may be 

purchased at any time in increments of 10Gb. Art galleries and dealers will pay a small annual fee 

to be present on our platform and receive the value-added services of provenance and smart 
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 contracts. Similar to the physical appeal of an art fair, the ‘virtual spaces’ that we provide to galleries 

can be used by them to market and advertise themselves and reach additional consumers – 

especially in underserved markets such as GCC, Latin America, Asia, and Africa. As long as galleries 

are willing to pay the small annual fee, in the range of a fifth of the price of a top-tier art fair paid 

per annum, the galleries will benefit from their membership and affiliation.  

  

Sales need not transact online, as long as enough sales interest is generated through the website 

to justify the monthly payments. At first, popular fiat currency payment methods will be accepted 

on the platform in addition to cryptocurrency, due to the limited user base of people that use 

cryptocurrency. To be fully efficient and to gain market share over its direct competitors, 

our platform will need to attract many users to derive value from the “network effect”. The 

main goal thereafter is to incentive all users to use Blockchain and cryptocurrency with discount 

and bonus incentives.  

  

The blockchain-enabled features of the platform consist of a decentralized record of art assets 

and their chain of custody – i.e. proof of the asset in form of a ‘Provenance Token’, which we call 

‘PROVENIR’ on the Ethereum Blockchain. The Provenir token can be obtained using our platform 

currency ‘ARISTON’. In addition to the Provenance Token (Provenir), users can also 

obtain Provenance Derivative Tokens (PDT’s) for each of their assets using the ARISTON. The 

PDT’s assign permissions for duplication, printing and other uses of art. A percentage of the cost 

of provenance of each item, along with a percentage of derivative tokens will be collected by the 

company. The remaining amount will be distributed to art experts, moderators and those 

participants who contribute towards establishing provenance. Transactions related to permanent 

or temporary transfer of custody and/or ownership of the Provenir and PDT tokens are governed 

by escrow smart contracts on the Blockchain.   

  

  

Examples of a few typical transaction types on the platform are listed below;  

 
Activity / Transaction  Where   Cost  Notes  

Store detail art attributes and 

‘Digital Image’ of the Art  

off-chain  Free  Charges apply above 10Gb. Space can be 

purchased in 10Gb increments paid in 

ARISTONs (if fiat currency is used, the charges 

are a bit higher)  

"Tokenizing" Art asset with 

Vital Provenance and 

Ownership attributes.  

Blockchain  Charge  Provenance Tokens (Provenir) and derivative 

rights tokens (PDTs) created / purchased using 

ARISTONs  

Loan of asset  Blockchain  Charge  When a Provenir Token is loaned to museums, 

galleries etc.,   

Consign Art for Sale  Blockchain  Charge  Provenir Token is consigned to an entity to sell 

the Art asset.  

Sell/Transfer of Ownership of 

asset  

Blockchain  Charge  Transferring the ownership of the Provenir or 

PDT Token - paid in ARISTONs  
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Sell Derivative/Use Rights  Blockchain  Charge  Taxing the use of IP rights - paid in ARISTONs  

Claim of Ownership  Blockchain  Free  Cost of Arbitration. The loser in 

the Arbitration pays the charges in ARISTON 

Tokens.  

Shipping, Framing, Storage, 

Insurance services  

off-chain  Charge  Costs paid in ARISTONs (if fiat currency is used, 

the charges are a bit higher).  

Expert advice, education / 

knowledge transfer, 

moderation, curation 

assistance, etc.  

off-chain  Charge  Fee paid in ARISTONs (if fiat currency is used, 

the charges are a bit higher).   

 
 
 
Extended details of the asset with enhanced digital images will be maintained ‘off-

Blockchain’ on our cloud database. Art asset information stored on our database without 

a Provenance Token (Provenir) will not be guaranteed as original. Once the art asset is ‘tokenized’, 

its digital image with relevant attributes will be ‘locked’ and will be stored on the Blockchain Art 

Toujours database (BARTVault) with detailed comprehensive meta-data.   

  

The token itself and all Art asset-derivative Tokens (rights to print, copy etc.) will be stored on the 

immutable blockchain. The Tokens are encrypted with unalterable evidence stored on 

the blockchain distributed ledger. The Art Token will remain there forever – hence ‘Art Toujours’.   

  

We believe that our Platform is realistic and at the same time revolutionary since it couples off-

Blockchain storage of detailed Art data with ‘on-Blockchain’ art provenance tokens stored on a 

global art Blockchain. It is the ideal model for a ‘connected-market’ as it has the potential 

to bridge the trust and reputation between all the stakeholders of the art market, i.e. artists, art 

buyers, galleries, experts, and art museums.   

 

There are ten major components of the complete Platform:   

  

1. The Blockchain Art Toujours 'off-Blockchain' database and UI. This is a cloud-based 

database with comprehensive e-Commerce features, tools, and utilities that facilitate a diverse 

array of independent global artists to maintain their art portfolio. Artists can ‘tokenize’ 

selected art that they wish to sell and conduct art commerce transactions using the platform. 

The database is designed for both structured and non-structured data. Artists / owners do not 

have to ’tokenize’ all their artwork and expose it on the Blockchain. They can simply use the 

platform to keep digital versions of their assets in form of a catalogs and ‘virtual galleries’ and 

use the platform for promotional purposes. Detailed record of art attributes and 

collectibles with standard and extended meta-data on the Blockchain can be immediately 

accessed by collectors, artists and insurers to facilitate transactions.  
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2. ‘On-Blockchain Smart Contracts’ for recording asset provenance, art custody and chain of 

ownership using smart contracts for transactions and fulfillment. This component is a registry 

on the Ethereum Blockchain with appropriate user interfaces. This is where the asset 

provenance and legal portions are stored, including permissions for usage of the content. The 

Ethereum Blockchain is a key part of the solution. The Blockchain distributed ledger acts as an 

'ownership registry'. It is a secure and publicly accessible registry that uses advanced 

cryptography and is decentralized write-once database that stores the asset Tokens. Ethereum 

Blockchain registry is robust and forever tamper resistant.   

  

3. Middleware and Application Programming Interfaces (API) library: An 

API that facilitates interfacing with, and inclusion of external platforms that are owned by 

auction houses, dealers, art galleries and artists. Service providers such as insurance companies, 

shipment companies, printing services, storage services, etc. can utilize designated API’s to 

connect with the Platform.  

  

4. AI (Artificial Intelligence) Search engine: This component is an industrial strength search 

engine for database, and image searches. The image and object recognition components 

discover targeted images on the web using a powerful AI engine and algorithms. The engine 

uses image identification and matching technologies currently being applied in facial and object 

recognition domains (such as security camera systems in smart city surveillance). The search 

engines’ continual web crawling will monitor and protect the IP of the registered tokenized asset 

and immediately report violations.   

  

5. Mobile Device Interfaces: A diverse set of mobile devices will be supported with our mobile 

Blockchain Art Explorer App called ‘Minero de Arte’ (Art Miner). All information about the art 

assets provenance and details will be available in a convenient mobile application. Apple iOS, 

Google Android, and Microsoft's Windows are supported. We are developing mobile 

applications to allow users to manage their Blockchain assets and access Blockchain based 

applications. In future, applications such as Toshi, Status, imToken or LETH (one 

single application to run every Ðapp coded on Ethereum) will allow mobile devices to interact 

with Blockchain directly and seamlessly. When these applications are mature and 

available, BARTVault will integrate and contribute to these innovations in our future releases. 

Our team will continue to monitor the development stages of these platforms and integrate the 

ones that work the best with BARTVault.  

  

6. Marketing engine: This is a set of components designed to automate marketing and 

promotion of art, artists and exhibitions. The components have features specifically tailored for 

artists, galleries, museums, auction houses, dealers, and collectors. Extending reach using social 

media platforms is an integral feature of these components. The process of loyalty rewards, 

cross-marketing rewards/payments, referrals and minimum token holding rewards are also 

handled by this engine. The module is flexible enough to allow adjustments to rewards and 

promotional programs and will accommodate new creative ideas to promote the ARISTON token 

circulation.  
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7. Complaints and Fraud monitoring engine: Complaints, fraud monitoring, disputes and 

arbitrations will be managed by this module. The system will pick random pre-

approved arbiters, and using a smart contract, will follow through the entire process of conflict 

resolution. The system will follow best practices for enforcement of decisions.  

  

8. Reputation Management: The reputation and rating system will be centralized initially and 

stored on the BARTVault off-chain database during the first release phase. As Blockchain 

technology progresses and matures, the platform will allow artists and experts (and other 

service providers on the BARTVault platform) to exchange their hard-earned reputation on 

the BARTVault platform as proof of reliability on other platforms. BARTVault will also accept 

reputation certification from other reliable platforms to contribute to the step-by-step creation 

of a global art-world reputation system on the Blockchain.  

  

9. Education and Knowledge Management: The Platform is designed to become a catalyst 

for spreading interest in art, globally. One of the tools to invoke interest is to educate people in 

different forms of art. The platform will have features to connect students with art teachers and 

experts seamlessly in both one-on-one, as well as one-to-many learning modes. This module is 

an eLearning module with features of self-paced interactive learning, instructor-led learning as 

well as group chats and sessions. It will be powered by the ARISTON Tokens, bonuses, rewards 

and incentives.   

  

10. Invoice and Billing Module: The invoice and billing module is extensible – meaning it will 

handle multiple templates for shopping carts, accommodating various transactions, billing 

workflows, methods of billing and collecting payments. The off-chain payment system and the 

Blockchain payment systems in the Platform converge in this module. The module will have 

several built-in features for placing orders with options of insurance, shipment and storage.     

  

The Blockchain powered database and user interfaces will store comprehensive detail of artists and 

their art. The Platform’s powerful query tools will let the client/users search the database and 

discover information they seek. They can search from a vast database of art using keywords such 

as artist's name, art era, title of the art, city or country of artist's birth, galleries where the art 

is displayed, dominant colors, objects in the painting / photograph, orientation, theme or other 

handy search queries. Search may also be conducted via uploading a digital image of an art to 

discover its creator, examining its authenticity, location and price.   

  

Optionally, in order to assist in locating and identifying the art objects, users can enter criteria such 

as color in the top 10% of the image, shape of objects in various portions of an image, and presence 

of objects (boat, man, woman, child, animals, trees, snow, rocks etc.). The extended experience 

includes comparing the work of multiple artists and exploring similar work using Artificial 

Intelligence.    
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A mobile version of the application will be available for Android and from the App 

Store with components allowing users to identify art (painting, photograph, collectible and 

such). An easily accessible service that offers one click to find pertinent information, such as the 

copyright owner, property rights, current location and the controlling gallery would be of value to 

the entire art ecosystem. The app will have geolocation capability for selecting provenance experts 

and service providers (insurance agents, shipping companies and storage companies).  

  

The PROVENIR token (verified art asset token) will include the necessary assurances such as who 

created the art, when it was created, where it was created, who owns it, who purchased it, when 

and where it was purchased, condition at last purchase, listed flaws, price of last 

purchase, and where applicable, how many copies / prints are in circulation. A network of experts 

spread globally that can be relied upon to maintain and develop personal relationships with local 

artists is a vital part of this assurance model. These experts will be able to do the vetting and 

ensure quality through visual inspections when required. The rules will require posting a video 

and photographs with Artist interviews, if necessary. Furthermore, the rating system 

implemented in the ‘Reputation module’ will keep the experts honest and fair.  

  

Users and partner entities participating on the platform will keep the tokens circulated by using and 

exchanging the tokens for services, rewards, and bonuses on the Platform. Beside visitors, the 

entities that will participate mainly in the BARTVault token economy are as follows:  

• Artist: The creator of the Art    

• Owner: The current owner of the Art (can be same as the Artist)  

• Buyer: The prospective buyer of the Art    

• Seller: The Seller of the Art    

• Experts: Qualified participant in the system who are designated to verify, attest, determine, 

and investigate provenance. Experts will be rewarded for the quality of their work. Any user can 

apply to become an ‘expert’ if sufficient voters approve of their virtuoso and special knowledge 

of or interest in works of art / curios.  

• Advisory council: Representatives of museums, galleries or other organizations (i.e. art 

institutes) who are recognized as experts in art.  

• Arbiter: a participant who can solve disputes and earns rewards; each transaction will have 

its own randomly selected arbiters.  

• Print Shop: an approved print shop / laboratory which prints art copies, posters, photos and 

such.  

• Framing Shop: an approved framing business  

• Museum: list of museums   

• Gallery: the approved list of galleries. (museums can have several galleries)  

• Dealer: the approved list of independent dealers who buy/sell art.   

• Insurance Agent: the approved list of art insurance companies  

• Shipping Agent: qualified shipping and delivery services   

• Storage Company: company that has specialized Art Storage services   
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The database is designed to be a massive database with focus on facilitating the artists, art owners, art 
enthusiasts, art museums, dealers, auction houses and several other possible stakeholders. The Core 
Database of Art Toujours can accommodate detailed information on virtually all known Art (both Past 
and Present) including paintings, drawings, illustrations, photographs, antique furniture, jewelry, and 
sculptures with complete attributes. Different Art types have different attributes. Fine Art and  
 
Photographs, for example, have their own unique requirements while antique period furniture has 
another set of attributes. While the detailed attributes are stored off-chain, the relevant attributes that 
substantiate provenance and ownership are stored on the Blockchain registry. Below is a list of some of 
these attributes for paintings and sculptures that are expected in the Art Toujours database for Asset 
Type ‘Fine Art’; 

• Title of the Artwork 

• Who created the Art (Name of living or deceased Artist)? 

• When (month/year)? 

• Where was it created (city/country)? 

• On what medium (Oil on canvas, water color on paper etc.)? 

• Edition (if Print then edition of Print)? 

• Orientation (portrait, landscape, square, slim, pano)? 

• What Era / Art movement / style etc.? 

• What is it about (subject / topic)? 

• Is it framed? 

• What type of framing? 

• Where is it now? (Museum, Private collection, Artists possession etc.) 

• Who owns it (copyright information)?  

• What is the last price (if it was sold / purchased)?                         

• What are experts saying about the Art asset? (expert opinions / comments) 

• What are students and other Art enthusiasts/public saying about the Art piece? 

• What is so special about the work? 

• Is it currently for sale? 

• What condition is it in? 

• Any special markings? 

• Keywords to help viewers search for it? 

• Which exhibitions has it been in? 

• Does the Art piece have a PROVENIR (Smart Provenance Token)? 
 

 
(Note: The above list of attributes is fairly extensive. Not all these attributes will be required on the 

‘Provenir Token’ as the purpose of the Provenir is to establish ownership and provenance. Furthermore, in order 
to keep the costs of encryption and posting of transaction data on the blockchain affordable, it is only prudent to 

select data attributes that are absolutely essential for Provenance purposes). 
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Chat with critics, artists and enthusiasts:  

Our aim is to ‘globalize’ the art commerce industry. We believe that education is a major catalyst for 

achieving this goal and an interactive learning platform can assist towards accomplishing this. To 

support this involvement and engagement in art, our platform will provide users with interactive art 

quizzes and games. Also provided will be chat services, comments and a critique forum with voting 

features to vote on the quality of appraisals, provenance, quality and work ethics of 

experts and user experience at other art e-Commerce websites. These services 

are aimed at getting more people involved in the art eco-system and keep the quality of support 

actors on the Platform honest and motivated. The interactions between artists, art galleries, 

collectors, enthusiasts, museums, art students, and investors will be in any of the modes such as 

P2P, Interactive Group, and Person-to-Group and will allow experts to monetize their knowledge 

and experience on the Platform, using the network currency of ‘ARISTON’.   

  

Art Education and Fun:  

The purpose is to provide all visitors with reasons to interact more deeply with art. Besides formal 

learning, there will be interesting and engaging art puzzles, art quizzes and other fun art 

activities such as twin finder (lookalike) in paintings, and using art to create virtual visits to past eras 

in order to teach and promote art.  

  

Artists and Art owners will benefit the most from the Provenir Token. First, they will be able to 

protect their art asset(s). They will have complete flexibility to generate a unique asset token linked 

to a single art asset. This unique token will hold the ownership rights for the specific artwork and 

cannot be transferred until the art owner decides to do so. Optionally, every unique token can 

have a specific price attached to it that is determined by the Artist/Art Owner with assistance 

from expert appraisers. Artists can sell the art tokens on the platform and be assured of 

payment when all terms of the ‘smart contract’ escrow are fulfilled. The terms can be anywhere 

from outright sale and in-person pickup, to packing, shipping, insurance, and delivery to the buyer. 

Payments to the artist will be guaranteed irrespective of which geography the buyer is in, so long as 

the terms of the ‘smart contract’ are fulfilled.  

  

With the rise of forgery attacks, artists around the world will be assured that when they purchase 

an Art Provenance Token (PROVENIR), their art will be secured with digital encryption that 

links them to their artwork forever on the write-once and unalterable Blockchain. The cost of 

this ‘for life’ Art Provenance Token will be in control of the Artist / Owner as they can choose from 

the approved list of experts and appraisers. Of course, the market price and end value of the Art 

piece will also depend on the identities of the experts involved in the provenance process and the 

depth of the provenance exercise.   

  

Second, the artists and owners will be able to market their Art around the globe by creating 

attractive online galleries, virtual art collections, and digital postcards – using both the 

personalized website on off-blockchain Art Toujours as well as publishing the digital images 

of the art on popular Social media sites such as Facebook. The artist / owner can publish just 
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the basic or a more complete meta-data with other information depending on what and where they 

want to promote the work. The platform will act as a powerful marketing tool for the artists, helping 

them to promote themselves and their art  

  

beyond borders. All these activities are powered by the ARISTON - the token that drives the 

marketing engine.    

  

Third, the Artist / owner will have full control of the derivative works of their art. For example, they 

can create a ‘Provenir Derivative Token’ (PDT) that allows the buyer of that PDT to make a specific 

number of Giclée prints within a specific period of time (Giclée or ‘zhee-KLAY’ are fine art 

digital prints made on inkjet printers). The Artist / owner can create an additional PDT for the 

same art piece giving permission to the buyer of the PDT to make large posters for commercial 

display and so on. There is no limit to the PDT’s that can be created by the owner.     

  

The above examples show how Blockchain Art Toujours platform allows artists / owners to monetize 

their art in very creative ways. They will have full control on who has the derivative work Tokens, 

how many prints are in circulation, how many are Giclée prints, how many are photo prints, who 

has permission to make large posters for commercial display and so on.   

  

Artist Friendly Business Process  

The business process is simple; Once the artist /owner is registered on the Platform and has created 

a personal profile page, they can start uploading images of their work and store the work with 

detailed meta data and other information to create their own catalog. The artist can upload 

snapshots of his/her work in multiple resolutions for a better user experience.  

   

Extensive meta-tags are supported such as; title of the artwork, location, size, orientation, colors 

used, art movement, art era, style, material used, subject objects in the art, or any other distinct 

quality that might help in searching and differentiating the art asset. Each artwork will also have a 

status of its current availability as ‘sold’, ‘available’ or ‘not for sale’, which would be managed by the 

art token owner. Artists can display their catalog as on-line virtual galleries and on-line 

collections and allow others to view and comment on their art.  

  

When art owners wish to obtain an Art provenance Token (PROVENIR) for their asset, they register 

to obtain an ECR-20 compatible wallet to store their tokens. The currency to obtain the 

provenance token is native to the platform and is called ‘ARISTON’, which can be obtained using 

either fiat currency, Debit card, Ether (ETH) or any other popular cryptocurrency at the 

cryptocurrency exchanges. The ARISTON must be used to carry out all commercial activity on the 

platform (such as buy/sell, paying another artist for assistance, advice, mentoring, insuring their 

work, packing and shipping activity etc.).    
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The PROVENIR token identifies the asset that is being sold and there can be only one 

PROVENIR per Art asset. For example, if an Artist wants to sell 4 Original Art pieces they own, they 

will need to create 4 separate PROVENIRs – one for each Asset. To obtain a PROVENIR token, the 

artist / owner must link an uploaded photograph of the Art (or a computer generated digital Art 

file or a digital file of their Photography) to the smart contract registration form. After fulfillment 

of the terms of the smart contract and acceptable due diligence by the network, title to the work 

is credited to the artist forever thereafter. The entry is time-stamped, and each new edition of a 

work receives a unique crypto-ID that is inseparable from the original.  

  

Once in the Blockchain, a permanent and unbreakable link is established between the owner 

and their Art / creative work. That link - the record of ownership - can be forever verified and 

tracked. When the art is ‘Tokenized’, the Artist / owner can price, sell, consign for sale, lease, rent, 

pledge, gift/donate or give permission for creating derivative work (prints, posters, cards and 

such) using the asset Token. The artist will then have full knowledge of where the Artist/owner’s 

work is being displayed, sold or used with full transparency of sales and revenues from their asset 

and its derivative works.   
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Art Toujours for Museums, Art Dealers and Auction houses  

Many Museums and Art dealers (including Online Art e-Commerce Websites) have their own 

customized Websites and Platforms. This is perfectly compatible with Blockchain Art Toujours Vault. 

The reason being that BARTVault is not seeking to be the ‘exclusive’ buying and selling hub for 

art but is instead focused on expanding the art market and facilitating the search, discovery and 

provenance of artwork, while providing valuable tools to increase the overall art inventory for 

sale. The Blockchain Art Toujours API (BART/API) will allow art museums, art dealers and auction 

houses anywhere in the world to use our low-cost and frictionless services to expand their 

businesses and increase their revenues. More activity on the platform will lead to higher demand 

for ARISTON tokens.   

  

The Art world can grow exponentially with the expansion of a speedier Internet; an Internet 

where high-speed connectivity is available throughout the world. We will be seeking additional 

partners such as other Online e-Commerce web models, Museums, Dealers and Auction houses 

worldwide to register on the ‘Blockchain Art Toujours’ platform, and use our services from anywhere 

in the world. Some of these services will be ‘Free of charge’ while others will have 

an associated fee paid in ARISTON tokens. The BART/API will be distributed free and Art Toujours 

will serve as an effective marketing tool for partner art businesses ensuring maximum reach of their 

events and offers.  

  

Using our open Application Programming Interface (BART/API), partners can link their Website and 

Art Commerce site to the Blockchain Art Toujours platform and query information on provenance 

and attributes of art pieces. This would benefit end customers and businesses since they will be 

able to purchase Art Provenance Tokens (PROVENIR) and create Art Derivative Tokens (PDT’s) on 

our Platform, thus allowing them to buy or sell art and derivatives with ease on behalf of their client 

artists. We envision print houses purchasing Art Derivative Tokens for exclusive print rights. 

Additionally, Hotels, Builders, Commercial Businesses, Architects, Interior designers, and a host of 

prospects can benefit by purchasing, leasing and borrowing Art Provenance Tokens and Art 

Derivative Tokens (PDT’s). The PDT feature will allow the artist to keep the ownership rights while 

giving print and download permission rights and display rights to a specific museum, art dealer or 

auction house.  

  

Art Toujours for Art Collectors  

The Platform is designed to be extremely ‘user-friendly’ and ‘information-rich’. Art enthusiasts and 

collectors can search for their favorite artists and art forms, including search for art museums, 

galleries and auctions in their neighborhood or in any city or country. The search for Artwork can 

be basic or comprehensive. Basic searches will use database and keywords such as; artist’s name, 

art era / movement, name / title of art piece if known, city of artist’s birth, country of artist’s birth, 

orientation and size of art (landscape, portrait), dominant colors, theme or other relevant related 

keywords. More comprehensive searches will be done by uploading an image and searching exact 

matches or ‘close matches’ using the Image Recognition features of the platform. The Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) and machine learning features of the system can also recommend art assets based 

on previous views and profile preferences. With an annual membership fee paid in ARISTON 

tokens, visitors will be able to access additional features (beyond just searches and viewing) 
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such as creating and storing their on-line Art collections, Art Galleries and display of these 

collections in artistic carousels with selected reference data and sort order.    

   

The Platform will have unique features such as allowing visitors to create personalized thematic 

digital playlists inclusive of artwork images combined with music for downloads.  Users will be able 

to simulate the display of their selected art to visualize them in rooms, offices, hotel and 

commercial lobbyies etc. All these features will be protected by copyrights and use 

permissions, and will be paid for by ARISTON tokens.  

 

 

 

The Blockchain Art Toujours project is a necessary and ‘realistic’ augmentation to the Art e-

Commerce world. Initially the art buyers would have the access to purchase or lease original art, 

high quality prints, Giclée prints, canvas prints, digital files or other authenticated art forms as 

permitted by the Artist / owner. However, the Platform is designed to accommodate many different 

investment methods in Art. Those additional features will be introduced incrementally over time. 

Our roadmap for expanding the business model includes the addition of creative ways to engage 

people on the sidelines by accommodating various purchasing options. For example, one common 

barrier for many art lovers/collectors is that prices are often out of their range. The Platform design 

accommodates enhanced art monetization features, which will provide alternatives to existing 

options of engaging in the art market. As the platform matures over time, we will release additional 

features such as the ability to; 

a) Lease an art selection for a specific period (hotels, offices etc. could have an interest) 

b) Enable a group of people to have ownership in a single expensive Art piece (Ownership of a 

percentage in a PROVENIR token backed by a Smart contract – or ‘Shares in Art’ (SIA). 

c) Share in a single art piece on a ‘timeshare’ model (as in Vacation Rentals). 

d) Purchase art using an ‘Installment Plan’ with various options. The PROVENIR will be secured with 

a Smart contract of installments and other terms that buyer/seller agree to. 

e) Investment in a professional ‘Art Portfolio’ completely secured by an Art Storage and Insurance 

entity (very similar to purchasing shares in a real estate property trust). 

BARTVault is designed from bottom-up to accommodate a wide variety of token circulation 

and revenue generating opportunities for the company and all member participants. In future 
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releases, investment in expensive artwork will be possible since more enthusiasts will be able to 

own precious valuable paintings without disrupting their budgets. 

For the younger digitally-savvy generation, investments in million-dollar Art Portfolios that are 

managed by experts will be in easy reach without any geographical boundaries. All this is possible 

because of the manner in which we apply Blockchain technology to facilitate provenance, 

transactions and fulfillment in the art commerce world. 

By providing total freedom to the artists over their art and assurance of revenue streams from 

derivative rights of their work, we will encourage artists on the sidelines to enter the Art e-

Commerce world. Simply by removing the need of a central authority and third-party transaction 

verifiers such as auditors, legal services, middlemen, payment processors, brokerages and other 

similar 

organizations, transaction costs will be significantly reduced. Thus art and its security will be 

promoted with low cost and high efficiency. 

Use of Internet Live Streaming to promote artists and their work; 

TV Shows changed the Gems Industry in 1970's and 80's by getting rid of the middleman. TV Shows 

were passive - not active like the Internet. We intend to take the passive route of the TV show model 

to the newer generation of art buyers on the Internet– similar to what the Gems industry did. Our 

plan of 'Taking the Show to the Internet' will be launched in mid-2019 and will be funded by the 

ARISTON token use. The Show will be live on the Internet and will include: 

- Live promotions of Artists 

- Live Interviews with Artists 

- Live sale of Art 

- Live Auctions on-line (Live Streaming and Auction participants’ bids) 

 

The enhancement roadmap will be implemented subject to: developments in blockchain 

technology, development in legal and regulatory compliance requirements and to a great extent, 

the will of the BARTVault community. The Company will progressively integrate the platform on the 

public Ethereum Blockchain beyond smart contracts and will make a progressive transition of 

meaningful and appropriate services to fully decentralized services that are managed and operated 

by its user community. This will include: 

· Implementation of community governance mechanisms (community vote for important 

decisions via the ARISTON). 
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· Decentralized identity management: integration of the tools built around the self-sovereign 

identity concept (for example uPort, Civic and Stratis). 

· Reputation portability: allows experts / appraisers and other participants to certify their BARTVault 

reputation to other services using Blockchain technology 

· Integration into mobile Blockchain applications (Toshi, Status, imToken or LETH) 

· Integration with Decentralized exchanges (Projects like EtherDelta, EthFinex, Lykke, OmiseGo, 

KyberNetwork, VariabL) 

Due to the limitations in the current stage of development of Blockchain technology where certain 

aspects of identity and reputation of participants must remain as a quasi-centralized service on the 

platform, we are taking a practical approach by storing this data off-chain. It is our commitment to 

progressively shift to a fully decentralized platform for these services where all participants on the 

network have direct control over their identity, their data and their money. BARTVault will contribute 

to this vision of the self-sovereign identity 

concept(https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jandrieu/rebooting-the-web-of-trust-
fall2016/master/topics-and-advance-readings/a-technology-free-definition-of-self-sovereign-
identity.pdf) and will help its community in next stages of development on the transition to services 

built on this concept. 

Although the precise nature of the final blockchain-enabled services and the way the platform will 

be operated are to be defined taking into consideration the state of the Blockchain technology, 

regulations and the community, the general principles stated for this step on the Blockchain 

components integration are as follows: 

· Open-source the core components of the project and coordinate the next stages of development 

of the platform 

· Implement community governance mechanisms by letting the BARTVault community vote for 

important decisions via the ARTZ token, using tools like Aragon or District0x, or similar mature 

technologies 

· Where appropriate, deployment of features and services on fully decentralized networks using 

tools like Swarm, ENS, IPFS, Whipser or similar mature technologies 

 

 

 

 

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jandrieu/rebooting-the-web-of-trust-fall2016/master/topics-and-advance-readings/a-technology-free-definition-of-self-sovereign-identity.pdf
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jandrieu/rebooting-the-web-of-trust-fall2016/master/topics-and-advance-readings/a-technology-free-definition-of-self-sovereign-identity.pdf
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jandrieu/rebooting-the-web-of-trust-fall2016/master/topics-and-advance-readings/a-technology-free-definition-of-self-sovereign-identity.pdf
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A token is a digital asset issued on a Blockchain. It can be owned, traded or used as a token on the 

Blockchain for various use cases, depending on the project. The BARTVault platform will use three 

types of Tokens: 

1. ARISTON – The ICO Token 

2. PROVENIR – The Art Asset Provenance Token 

3. PROVENIR DERIVATIVE TOKEN (PDT) – The Art Derivatives Token 

 

This is the basic Token in the BARTVault system and will be on sale at the ICO. The name ARISTON 

is derived from Greek word ‘Aristos’. ARISTON means "best and most excellent." We believe that no 

other name may be more fitting to represent the best in art. The ARISTON (Ticker: ARTZ) will be at 

the heart of BARTVault’s ecosystem enabling to federate a strong Art Community that is incentivized 

to use ARTZ’s. Since the ARISTON represents a medium of exchange in the BARTVault Platform, all 

participants in our ecosystem must purchase an ARISTON for utilizing services offered. This gives 

the token a concrete and essential utility for all stakeholders. The ARISTON can be purchased using 

Bitcoin, Ether, Monero, Litecoin or any Fiat currency that major exchanges accept. 

The token demand will be primarily from those who want to register for ‘Asset Provenance’ and for 

granting permissions to use their tokenized assets. All art purchases/sales and transfers of Assets 

will require the Ariston. Demand will also be from participants seeking advice, education, 

promotions, special offers and other such services on the platform. In order to keep the services on 

the BARTVault Platform affordable, the price of obtaining PROVENIR and PDT tokens will be indexed 

to fiat currency (US Dollar) with an ARTZ divisible into subunits. This will ensure that if ICO 

contributors hold on to their ARTZ tokens, and token scarcity on exchanges causes the price of the 

ARTZ to increase, the service prices on BARTVault will not be affected. 

Uses of the Ariston 

The ARISTON token is the main preferred method to get onboard our platform and use the services. 

There will be numerous uses for the ARTZ on our platform as it is designed to facilitate a robust 

‘token economy’ with incentive mechanisms to rapidly generate revenue and profit growth for the 

company. Some of these services are listed below: 

· Payment to register for identity on the Platform 
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· Payment for obtaining Provenance Tokens (cost paid to expert(s) for expert evaluation and 

moderation) 

· Buy / Sell / Trade activity such as purchasing of art and transfer of ownership 

· Payment for printing services 

· Payment for exhibition organization services 

· Participation in closed art events and opening-days at galleries 

· Exclusive offers of artists and galleries 

· Purchasing preferential tickets for visiting exhibitions and museums 

· Payment for services of selecting and promoting an art portfolio 

· Verification of a gallery and/or print shops 

· Payment to obtain expert opinion / advice on others work 

· Rewards, incentives, referrals 

Participants who provide professional assistance will be paid in ARISTON by the user community, 

based on activity such as; 

· Give expert opinion/advice 

· Answer specific questions 

· Act as arbiter 

· Evaluate and appraise art 

· Verify asset ownership, location and condition etc. 

Participants who bid for services/supportive services will get paid in ARISTON: 

· Insurance agents 

· Packing and shipping/moving 

· Storage facility 
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Artists and Art Owners Rewards will be in ARISTON: 

· Loyalty, promotion, cross-marketing, feedback 

· Loyalty rewards for keeping and storing a set number of ‘ARTISON Tokens’ in wallets 

· BARTVault referral rewards to consumer 

 

 

Leveraging supply and demand 

The number of tokens issued during the token sale is capped and will never increase, thereby 

allowing the token to appreciate based on supply and demand evolution. Contributors of the 

token sale will be the only initial token holders (alongside BARTVault team) and thus the only 

counterparty for new app users. The more people show interest in using BARTVault application, 

the more the ARTZ price will appreciate considering that the supply is fixed. To prevent from 

scarcity, BARTVault will be able to satisfy a high demand by providing new users with tokens kept 

in reserve. In addition, ARTZ will be divisible into subunits to prevent potential liquidity issues. 

Encouraging ATNs usage through discounts, Innovative features and rewards 

Granting a discount for the payment of services on the Platform in ATNs will encourage users and 

novice users from non-crypto community to purchase and keep a certain number of tokens. Users 

who pay in fiat currency will not get their wallets credited with bonus ATNs nor benefit from the 

exclusively dedicated discount to token holders from time to time. Additionally, Token holders 

with a large number of ATNs in their wallet will be entitled to special benefits, features and 

rewards (minimum utility token holding principle). These special benefits may also be purchased 

in tokens. Some examples of rewards and incentives are listed below: 

· Art experts will be rewarded for their advice, moderation, assessment, and attribution of art to 

rightful creators. In order to incentivize the expert / appraiser and arbiter community to provide 

the best possible services, bonus ATNs will be distributed from the reserve to the best ‘Reputation 

Holders’ (i.e. highest number of positive reputation points received in a month, highest 5-stars 

ranked in a month and best review(s) of the month). 

· Since feedback is important for the artist and for future buyers, a reward of a certain number of 

tokens will be unlocked for Art critics and professionals when they post quality review of an artist's 

work. The quality of the review will be assessed and voted by the BARTVault community. 
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Token Buyback Program 

We plan to buyback tokens from the market if the price falls below our fair estimate. 

BARTVault will implement a buyback program to remove access tokens from the market. The 

removed tokens may be burnt or held in reserve, thereby reducing the amount of ARTZ supply to 

further drive demand, the adoption of the platform, and the value for contributors. 

BARTVault will also use the process called "Product Mining" that allows users to earn ARISTON 

tokens by providing services to asset owners. For example, some asset classes to be introduced in 

future will require product mining as a routine procedure for verification of current asset state, 

content interpretation of heritage material, historical and contemporary criticism, or resolving of 

various types of conflicts. 
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Provenir means ‘to originate’, to stem (from) to arise (from). Blockchain Art Toujours Platform will have the facility 

to issue unique ‘Provenance’ Tokens for each art piece registered on the Blockchain in order to uniquely identify 

art and prevent forgery and misuse. This token confirms (a) identity of the asset, (b) identity of creator, (c) 

authenticity of the Artwork and attributes and (d) location and condition of the art. This token will remain on the 

Blockchain forever (Toujours) irrespective of how much it is shared, sold or who the current owner of that artwork 

is. No matter who owns the art or its permissions (derivative works), the artist (creator) and the art attributes will 

always remain unchanged and immutable due to its unique encrypted ‘Provenir Token’. 

The ownership of this token can be viewed on the Blockchain as an ownership proof of that asset. The Ethereum 

powered blockchain will broadcast the ownership rights globally. A user holding the ownership of the PROVENIR 

will be the owner of the underlying art asset and will have all ownership rights and privileges linked to that particular 

art asset. These ownership rights are not just limited to art asset sale/lease rights. The owner of the PROVENIR can 

create as many Provenir Derivative Tokens (PDT’s) for that specific asset as they see fit. The PDTs can be created 

for print / duplication sale rights, display rights, permission to sell rights (as required by galleries, agents and art 

dealers) or many other uses depending on the purpose and use. 
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The details of the PROVENIR depend on the Asset type. For example, in the first phase we will focus 

on Fine Art (Paintings and Sculptures) Asset Type. The attributes for this type are: 

- Asset title  - Art Medium 

- Asset type (painting, sculpture, print 

etc.)   

- Art Movement, Era, Style 

- Artist's Blockchain address - Art Subject 

- Asset Creation Date - Asset Blockchain address 

- Edition (if Limited edition) - Current Owner Blockchain Address 

- Orientation    - Current Location of Asset 

- Dimensions   
 

  

In future phases, the Artist/owner can select from additional ‘Art Types’ such as photography where 

the Provenir token will reflect the relevant attributes that apply to photography. The PROVENIR 

represents a Physical Art asset, or a Digital Art asset (such as a photograph) and links it to the 

Blockchain. In essence, the creation of a PROVENIR converts the Fine Art Asset into a ‘Smart 

Property’. The selling price of the Provenir token reflects the selling price of the underlying asset. 

The token will be available for sale once the current art owner sets its status to ‘For Sale’ with a valid 

price. The token is bought, sold, leased, loaned, auctioned, insured, and pledged like any other asset 

using a smart contract with embedded conditions that can be basic or complex, depending on terms 

agreed between buyer and seller. Payment can be made with any of the popular crypto-currencies 

or fiat money. The currency exchange features on the Platform will assist in conversion of currencies 

according to the needs of the seller and buyer using real-time exchange rates. 

Initially, BARTVault will have features for a PROVENIR token to be owned by one individual or entity. 

In future releases, a PROVENIR can have multiple owners with a percentage share in the token. We 

believe that ‘Shares in Artwork' should not be restricted to masterpieces and should allow investors 

to invest in a ‘share’ of any art they believe is valuable and has potential for future profits. The ‘Smart 

Contracts’ governing sales and conditions for SIA option will include storage, insurance and audits 

as integral part of the ‘Shares in Art’ investment model. With this concept, Art can be converted into 

smaller digitized financial units that can be bought and sold with ease. Blockchain technology will 

allow investors, collectors and owners to exchange shares in any Art instantly, similar to shares in a 

company traded on the stock exchange. 

For highly valued art, there are many companies that provide special purpose ‘safe’ art storage 

facilities. The high security vaults can operate as galleries whereby dedicated rooms are allocated 

for viewing purposes. These storage facilities typically reside within international designated areas 

near international airports so that the valuables kept in storage do not attract local tax when they 

are transacted, thus making it attractive to investors. The designated areas are called ‘Freeport’s / 

free zones’. Examples of such facilities are Le Freeport in Singapore, Freeport’s in Geneva, 

Luxembourg, Shanghai, and New York. We envision that with rise in the Fine Art markets, addition 

Freeport’s will be created in other cities across the world. We will ensure access for investors and 

their nominated guests to visit their collections stored in these facilities. 
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Obtaining a PROVENIR Token 

Obtaining a ‘Provenir’ token is to ‘Tokenize’ any Asset on our platform. First, the user will join the 

platform and make a ‘Provenance Request’. Once the randomly selected and approved Art 

appraisers and verifiers successfully complete the due-diligence on the Asset, a unique ‘Provenir’ 

Token will be issued for that particular Asset. This ‘unalterable’ token will remain on the Blockchain 

ledger forever and can be viewed by the public. The experts in the ecosystem automatically get 

compensated in ARISTON Tokens for their provenance efforts via the underlying provenance smart 

contract. The Provenir has all the essential details necessary to prove origin, ownership and correct 

attributes identifying the Asset. All transfers / sales of the Provenir Tokens are conducted using 

‘smart contracts’ that have appropriate escrow features to ensure fulfillment. 

Summary of ‘Tokenization’ Process 

The ‘Provenir Token’ process for the fine art asset category (e.g. paintings) is as follows: 

· The artist / user uploads (or selects a photo from their collection on the off-chain database) the 

image of the artwork. That image then appears on the blockchain interface on BARTVault website. 

· The user pays the requisite number of ARISTON Tokens. 

· The expert community in the ecosystem in engaged to verify the art using an algorithm. 

· The expert community is motivated by payment in ARISTON for their work. 

· The experts determine the provenance of the asset. 

· Any user can aid experts in his / her evaluations. Art enthusiasts / users are given an opportunity 

to offer opinion, comments and are motivated to engage by the potential to earn ARISTONS. 

· If the art is accepted, its information is registered on the Blockchain. 

· Release of a Provenir Token; 

• The Provenir Token gives the user the attribution and rights over the art. 

• The owner of the work may release art for sale / lease / etc. 

• Only one single PROVENIR can exit for each art piece. 

· Owner may then decide to create ‘Provenir Derivative Tokens’ (PDT’s): 

• Multiple derivate work tokens may exist for each art piece which give permission to others to 

print, use, copy etc. 

• These PDT’s can be created and sold by the owner at will 
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SALE / PURCHASE of Art Assets 

To purchase Art on the platform, buyers will join the platform and specify their Ethereum address 

for transfer of the Provenir token. Buying of art on BARTVault refers to buying the ‘Provenir Token’ 

linked to that art asset, since the tokens represent the ownership rights of the underlying art asset. 

A buyer will be able to purchase any Art that has a ‘For Sale’ status assigned by the current art owner. 

After the buy request is initiated by a buyer and accepted by the owner, the buyer will transfer either 

ARISTON or ETH to the owner’s account (ARISTON will have special offers and bonuses attached to 

encourage their use). Upon successful payment, the Provenir token will be transferred to the buyer’s 

account. The entire process, including payment and the transfer of Provenir to the new owner will 

be permanently saved to blockchain utilizing a smart contract. 
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The buyer can also order additional provenance while purchasing the Provenir. Both the buyer and 

seller can have agreements regarding payment for additional provenance. 

· The artist / photographer can set the price with the help of the expert community. 

· To determine the price of the art asset, it may be necessary to pay ARISTON tokens for the work 

of experts. 

· Experts compare the price of the asset to prices of existing assets in a category, and establish the 

price. 

The Token owner encodes usage rights to the art asset in the PDT. Each PROVENIR can have multiple 

PDT’s. PDT’s are linked to a specific PROVENIR and represent and grant rights to create derivatives 

(prints, copies, publish, derivative work of Photographs, signed silver gelatin photo prints (black and 

white), archival pigment prints, signed platinum prints (expensive black and white prints), lithograph 

prints of paintings etc.). The PDT’s cannot be unlinked from the PROVENIR but can be cancelled by 

the owner if unsold. The PROVENIR owner can create and sell these Tokens at will, granting specific 

rights to print copies and other derivatives such as 'n' number of canvas prints, digital prints, etc. 

Benefits to the token owner include the fact that they do not have to sell their Art but can continue 

selling the usage rights and permissions, thus establishing a steady stream of revenue from 

royalties and one-off permissions to use. At any one time, for any single PROVENIR, there can exist 

a number of PDT’s – with varying permissions. For example, one PDT can allow a one-time print 

permission of a certain number of copies on canvas within 12 months. Another PDT could be a ‘no 

time restriction’ permission to print 10 copies and so on. Controlling the circulation of prints / copies 

through use of PDT's for art will solve a fundamental problem in the industry – uncontrolled 

duplication of paintings and photography prints. 

When a Provenir is on ‘Not For Sale’ status, a buyer will still be able to buy derivatives or prints of 

art, if permitted by the artist. In this case a buyer can make a request, which may be accepted or 

rejected by the Art owner. In case of acceptance a particular amount of ETH or ARISTON currency 

will be transferred to the art owner’s account and the download permissions granted to the user. 

There would be a limited number of access rights granted to the buyer. The entire process, including 

currency paid and the degree of permissions would be stored in Blockchain through smart 

contracts. 

Arbitration and Conflict resolution 

The arbitration features in the Platform guarantees the fulfillment of the terms of the transaction 

between the buyer and seller, and resolves conflicts between artists and experts by engaging 

qualified and pre-approved arbiters. In the event of a dispute, the parties to the transaction may 

use the arbitration mechanism. The cost of arbitration will be determined by the amount of the 

transaction. Each arbiter will state an independent decision and the overall outcome will be 

based on the arbiter’s individual rating and the majority of votes cast. The funds will be 
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returned to buyer if the transaction does not complete. The Arbitration algorithm is briefly 

described below: 

• The system selects arbiters from the pool of pre-approved arbiters. 

• Buyer and seller submit their comments regarding the issue. 

• Every arbiter decides independently and submits his/her comments regarding the issue. 

• The outcome is decided by a majority of votes cast. 

• Each arbiter has an individual rating. The decisions by arbiters who are judged to be more reliable 

are given more importance. 

ARISTON Tokens are developed using the Ethereum ecosystem, specifically leveraging the ERC20 

token standard. The token will be used to provide the various functionalities of the Platform as 

mentioned previously. 

Acquisition of ARTZ Tokens can be done during the token sale process and on the secondary 

market exchanges after ARTZ is listed on these marketplaces. During the token sale process, 

ARISTON tokens (ATNs) may be purchased by contributing to the sale (ICO). Also depending on the 

token sale stage, the contributors will get a certain level of discount, as specified in the token sale 

contract. Token Sale will take place throughout two major phases, which are the Pre-Token Sale 

(Pre-ICO) and the main token Sale (ICO). 
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Token Name ARISTON 

Token Symbol ARTZ 

Token Type ERC20 

Total Token Supply 700,000,000 (Seven Hundred Million) 

Minimum Sending Amount (ETH) 0.1 ETH 

Maximum Sending Amount (ETH) 10 ETH 

Decimal Places (Default: 18) 18 

ICO Token Price (ETH) 8,000 ARTZ = 1 ETH  

 (1 ARTZ= 0.0000125 ETH) 

Minimum Goal or Soft Cap (ETH) (including pre-

sale) 

5,000 ETH 

Maximum Goal or Hard Cap (ETH) (including pre-

sale) 

37,000 ETH 

Purchase Methods Accepted BTC, ETH, LTC, DASH. 

ICO Crowdsale Token Sending Address:  

Start Date April 03, 2018 

End Date May 03, 2018 

Start Time (UTC) 01:00 PM UTC 

End Time (UTC) 01:00 PM UTC 

Tokens available in PRE-Sale 14,000,000 ARTZ 

Bonus in PRE-Sale 40% 

Add unsold PRE-Sale tokens to Pre-

ICO tokens? (Yes or No) 

Yes 
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Start Date May 03, 2018 

End Date June 03, 2018 

Start Time (UTC) 01:00 PM UTC 

End Time (UTC) 01:00 PM UTC 

Tokens available in PRE-ICO 91,000,000 ARTZ 

Bonus in PRE-ICO 30% 

Add unsold PRE-ICO tokens to ICO 

tokens? (Yes or No) 

Yes 

 
 
 

 

Start Date June 03, 2018 

End Date July 15, 2018 

Start Time (UTC) 01:00 PM 

End Time (UTC) 01:00 Pm 

Tokens available in ICO 245,000,000 ARTZ  

Unsold Tokens of ICO 

(Burn or Not) 

Unused token will be reallocated to the BARTVault Pool 

What if soft cap not 

reached? 

VCs have promised to purchase the unsold tokens 

Bonuses in ICO Pre-Sale 40% 

Pre-ICO 30% 

ICO Week 1 20% 

ICO Week 2 15% 

ICO Week 3 10% 

Rest of the ICO 0% 
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Allocations Percentage Token Release  

(Instantly or Lock Time) 

Company Founders, Management and Investor 15% Tokens are locked for 2 years with 

four 6-month vesting periods. 

Public Allocation  50%  

Instantly Pre-Sale 2% 

Pre-ICO 13% 

ICO 35% 

BARTVault Developer Team 13% BARTVault team's tokens are locked 

for 2 years with four 6-month vesting 

periods. 

Advisors and Early Supporters 3% 25% of the allocation released every 

quarter post ICO 

Bounty Program: Individual and Market Place 

Incentives, Integration, Code Bugs, Testing, 

Security & Audit 

5%  Instantly 

Reserve Allocation 14% The Reserve Fund's tokens 

distribution will start in mid-2018 

and last for up to 2 years with the 

primary goal to incentivize new 

Artists, Art owners and Art Gallery 

customers to join and accelerate 

adoption of the BARTVault 

ecosystem by broad audiences.  

 
• Upon reaching hard cap, the ICO will end immediately 
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Activity      % of Bounty pool* 

BitcoinTalk Signature Campaign    30% 

Blog Articles & Video Campaigns    20% 

Social Media (Facebook & Twitter)    20% 

Translations       15% 

Miscellaneous      15% 

 

*The bounty pool is 5% of the Total ARISTON tokens sold in the ICO.   

  

Company 
Founders,Mgmt, 15%

Public Allocation , 50%

BARTVault Developer 
Team, 13%

Advisors and Early 
Supporters, 3%

Bounty Program , 5%

Reserve Allocation, 14%
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Funds raised during the ICO are intended to be used in accordance with the roadmap: 

 

Fund allocation % 

Research & Development 40.00% 

Marketing & Sales 25.00% 

Admin & Operations 17.00% 

Legal & Compliance 6.00% 

Contingency 12.00% 

Total 100.00% 

 
Funds received during the token Sale will be used solely for the development and expansion of the 

BARTVault platform. This includes Research, Engineering and Development, Marketing and Sales, 

Admin and Operations, legal costs and a contingency reserve.   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Research & 
Development, 40%

Marketing & Sales, 
25%

Admin & Operations, 
17%

Legal & Compliance, 
6%

Contingency, 12%

Funds Allocation
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Research, Engineering and Development 

This covers costs associated with the development and advancement of the BARTVault application 

deployment and related technologies. It includes deployment of the platform globally, security 

audits, development of the decentralized infrastructure and such. Research & Development costs 

cover R&D expenses, including design and development of smart contracts, cryptographic 

mechanisms, the BARTVault platform, apps and interfaces, SDK, API’s and such. It includes 

onboarding approximately 10 additional highly trained and experienced software engineers. 

Marketing and Sales Expenses 

This covers any costs associated with the promotion of the BARTVault application platform and 

Blockchain network. Most of the marketing will be targeted towards awareness and enrollment of 

Artists and buyers. Efforts will start in Europe and North America initially and expand to other 

regions, such as South America, GCC, South East Asia, South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa. 

Marketing & Sales budget will be allocated on acquisition of artists, art owners, art galleries and 

art buyers. 

Admin & Operational Expenses 

This includes costs associated with maintaining day-to-day operations at BARTVault. Examples 

include salaries of BARTVault employees and contract personnel, community management and 

education activities, human resources and recruiting, accounting and other administrative 

obligations. R&D team’s expenses are not in this category. 

Legal Expenses 

This includes any legal costs associated with the establishment and operation of the BARTVault 

platform. Legal costs also include legal expenses associated with expansion of the BARTVault 

ecosystem in different countries. 

Contingency Reserve 

This is a reserve set aside for any unforeseen expenses that may occur. Contingency fund is 

calculated as 12.0% of the total budget. 
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The project roadmap is over a 2-year timeline ending with full business model realization in Q3, 

2019. Our roadmap assumes development of all features for the BARTVault platform and feature-

rich apps and interfaces for all ecosystem participants, and includes a strong sales and marketing 

support to accelerate adoption by the global community of art producers, consumers and 

professional service providers. 

 

Quarter Milestones 

 March 2018 

  

Launch of token pre-sale 

 

Launch of token crowdsale (ICO) and listing on a top exchange. 

 

 Q2 2018 

  

  

  

Release of BARTVault off-chain features (Interfaces for ID Registration, Art 

Owner/Artist, Buyer, off-chain Art Data upload, Bulk Art Upload, On-line 

Galleries, On-Line Art Collections, Art Experts interface, Arbiter Interface, 

Shipping Agent Interface, Insurance Agent interface, Artist Advisory council 

interface. 

 

Completion of (a) Smart Contracts for Provenance token (PROVENIR), 

Provenance Derivative Token (PDT), Asset Sale escrow Contract, inclusion of the 

initial batch of artists, experts and contributors.  

 

Launch of on-line activities to recruit experts and arbiters in primary regions 

(North America and Europe). The purpose is to create awareness of the 

platform. A significant supply of tokens have been reserved for such activities. 

 

Release of first beta of our ‘Blockchain Art Explorer’ (Minero de Arte / Art Miner) 

for Mobile devices (Apple iOS and Android) and the integration with BARTVault 

APIs. Addition of geolocation to discover provenance experts and other service 

providers (insurance agents, shipping companies and storage companies) 
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Q3, 2018 

  

Release of Beta APIs for additional services of the BARTVault network for 

service partners 

 

Implementation of model for verification of Print Shop, Framing Shop, Museum, 

Gallery, Dealer, Storage Company, Photo labs and implementing the 

mechanisms of arbitration.  

 

Q4, 2018    

  

     

Implementation of additional smart contract features of (a) leasing art for a 

specific period of time and (b) purchasing artwork on an 'installment plan' 

 

Feature release of additional ‘Art Types’ on the Platform with relevant attributes 

(for example for Period Furniture and Antique Jewelry etc.) 

 

Implementation of community governance mechanisms (community vote for 

important decisions on platform enhancement via the token) 

 

Start conducting Auctions on the platform (ascending English auctions, both 

Live and online bid) 

 

Q1, 2019 Implementation of additional smart contract features: (a) enabling a group of 

people to own shares in an expensive Art piece, on a ‘timeshare’ basis (similar 

to vacation rentals); (b) implement Shares in Art (SIA) features to Provenir 

Tokens. In this model multiple owners can own a percentage share in an Art 

Asset. The ‘smart contracts’ governing sales and conditions of SIA will include 

storage, insurance and audits as integral part of the SIA investment model. 

Advice from legal experts and country-by-country permissions/approvals will 

govern which regions these features will be allowed in. 

(c) Internet Live Streaming to promote artists and their work. Our plan of 'Taking 

the Show to the Internet' will be launched. The Show will be live on the Internet 

and include live promotions of Artists, Art, Sales and Auctions. 
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Q2, 2019 Release of beta of ‘Enhancements Framework’ to our Technology Platform to 

test transition of meaningful and appropriate fully decentralized services 

managed and operated by the BARTVault user community. Release of 

Decentralized identity management: integration of the tools built around the 

self-sovereign identity concept 

 

Q3, 2019 Release of Reputation portability: allows experts / appraisers and other 

participants to certify their BARTVault reputation to other services using 

Blockchain technology 

 

Q3, 2019 Integration into mobile Blockchain applications with Decentralized exchanges 

(subject to successful launch of projects such as EtherDelta, EthFinex, Lykke, 

OmiseGo, KyberNetwork, VariabL etc. and if successful progress towards 

decentralization of exchanges using matured Blockchain technology 
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Aurangzeb (Zeb) Bhatti, 

Co-Founder and CTO 

 

Aurangzeb (Zeb) Bhatti is an entrepreneur, speaker, 

and advocate in ICT. He founded, and has been CEO 

and CTO of several technology companies, notable 

among these are; NovaQuest Inc., WebVision, Inc., 

Digital Learning Management Corp (DLMC) and 

ENOM, Inc. As CEO of Webvision, Inc., he successfully 

secured US$ 70 million in VC funding from Freeman 

Spogli, Jeffries Company, Split Rock Capital and 

Goldman Sachs collectively to fund the expansion of 

Webvision Data Centers internationally. Zeb is also a 

pioneer in Online Art Auction and has the distinction 

of being the lead Architect and Project Manager of 

the team that designed and implemented the first 

Online Art Auction system at Sotheby’s (NY, USA) in 

1999. His passion for Blockchain technology, 

education and entrepreneurship is as infectious as 

his love of bringing dynamic people, ideas and 

products together to solve real business problems.    

 https://www.linkedin.com/in/aurangzeb-bhatti-

a0075bb/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/aurangzeb-bhatti-a0075bb/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/aurangzeb-bhatti-a0075bb/
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Javed Nawaz 

Co-Founder & CEO 

 

Javed is a serial entrepreneur and investor. He is the 

founder of several Information Technology 

companies and has extensive experience in start-up 

and development stage companies, with a track 

record of launching successful businesses, raising 

capital and effective management. Notable among 

his achievements are; Founded a Private Label 

Computer company and secured agreement with 

Microsoft Corp. to directly purchase Windows 

Operating System (OS), thus bypassing Microsoft's 

distribution channel. This is the first time Microsoft 

Corp. had signed a direct agreement with a startup 

company prior to generating sales. Javed has 

negotiated a similar direct agreement with 

Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) to purchase 

computer CPUs directly from AMD. He also 

established a "Distribution and Logistics Center" at a 

cost of US $5.5m for custom Configuration and 

Distribution of computers. Arranged capital in a 

Private Placement Memorandum and secured 

targeted funds of US$4m for the company in a 

record 5 weeks deadline. Signed a $100 million Line 

of Credit with KDS computers. KDS manufactured 

"eMachines" whose first year revenues were $980 

million. KDS bought 19.9% of Javed's company for 

US$5.6 million and the Chairman of KDS joined the 

company's Board of Directors. 

 

Dan Madoni 
Sr. Software Architect 

 

Dan Madoni is a former Microsoft Corporation R&D 

Specialist and trouble-shooter whose work has 

appeared in release versions of Microsoft products 

as well as emerging database and integration 

technologies over the years. Dan is unique for his 

ability to apply wide-ranging and creative 

technological solutions to challenging business 

goals. In addition to leading the development of 

successful turnkey products and services, Dan has 

also authored two books and numerous trade 

magazine articles. Additionally, he has developed 

and delivered technical training and product demos 

for clients, developer conferences, and trade 

shows. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/danmadoni/ 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/danmadoni/
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Ejaz Anwer 
Sr. Software Developer 

 

Ejaz Anwer, Litecoin & Ethereum Blockchain / smart 

contracts development. Ejaz has worked as CTO, 

Project Manager and Chief software development 

engineer for the past 16 year in several companies. 

Notably; NetSol Technologies Inc., CloudFlow, 

Infotech (Pvt) Limited and Wireframe Interactive. He 

has managed the development of products, 

Overseen production engineering departments and 

direct activities so that products are developed on 

schedule within quality standards and cost 

objectives covering meet market demands. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/lisa-neely-5042494/ 

 

 

Lisa Neely 
Training & Curriculum 

Development  
 

 

Instructional Designer, Genentech & GIA Lisa is an 

Instructional Designer with extensive experience in 

technical curriculum development for internal and 

external clients in gemology, biotech, 

communications and defense industries. Her 

emphasis is on creative learning solutions for 

complex content and compliance based training. 

She has excellent interpersonal skills and proven 

ability to work with cross functional teams. She will 

be working on creating training curriculum and 

courses for the BARTVault Platform. 

 

 https://www.linkedin.com/in/lisa-neely-5042494/ 

 

 

Leah Dineen, PMP 
Project Manager 

 

Leah is a Global Project Management Professional. 

With 20+ years of pure Project Management 

experience, Leah has earned a reputation for 

"getting it done," to perfection, and having a 

remarkable ability to transform chaos into clarity. 

Leah has delivered many projects around the globe 

and within industries such as Agriculture, Banking, 

Biotechnology, Consumer Products, Corrections, 

Food and Beverage, Health Care, Insurance, 

Software, Technology, and Transportation industry. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/leahdineen/ 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/lisa-neely-5042494/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lisa-neely-5042494/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/leahdineen/
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Abdullah Ahmed, 
Mobile Applications Lead 

Mobile Applications Lead Engineer. Abdullah brings 

years of experience from Alpha Squared, a 

Edmonton, Canada based a Developer. He is an 

entrepreneur, Co-Founder & Chief Technology 

Officer and founded BeautyHooked.com. With deep 

experience in solutions for industrial automation in 

the Oil & Gas industry as well as iPhone & iPad 

applications for the healthcare education industry, 

Abdullah is overseeing ‘Minero de Arte’ – our Mobile 

Art Miner Application platform from concept to 

launch. His experience in team development and 

management and defining and implementing the 

technology platform is invaluable. 

 

Muhammad Awais Chughtai 
Platform Development Lead 

 

Awais is Sr. Blockchain Engineer and Platform 

Development Director of Product Development 

team lead. He has 15+ yrs. experience in Dot.Net, 

Java, SQL, Oracle and Hadoop. He has led large 

teams of very complex and advanced projects 

involving application frameworks that are used by 

other developers for their development needs. 

Awais is a highly sought after code review expert and 

provides valuable architectural guidance to the 

teams in addition to being responsible for 

monitoring and mentoring teams on their 

performance. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/muhammad-awais-
chughtai-88577b4a/ 

 

Charles Miedzinski 
Sr. Software Architect 

 

Charles Miedzinski is a senior software architect, 

engineer, manager and consultant. Each role and 

project afforded him opportunities to work at the 

cutting edge of new and emerging technologies - 

which continues to this day. Through his company, 

Si02 Corporation, he has been working, most 

recently, on state-of-the-art security solutions for 

the enterprise, the Web and the cloud. He also has 

extensive experience in designing, integrating and 

managing software projects at both the enterprise 

and departmental levels as well as developing 

embedded software for devices and security for 

manufacturing and supply chain processes. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/charles-miedzinski-
220786/ 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/muhammad-awais-chughtai-88577b4a/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/muhammad-awais-chughtai-88577b4a/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/charles-miedzinski-220786/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/charles-miedzinski-220786/
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Mudaser Iqbal 
 Blockchain Consultant 

 

Mudaser is a serial entrepreneur and is also CEO and 

founder of Blockchain Expert Solutions, a company 

which is dedicated purely to develop and solve 

blockchain related projects. Prior to launching BES, 

he has also co-founded Blisflix: a SaaS-based multi-

tenant application for healthcare professionals and 

finTech based startup. He is a blockchain expert, 

expert in white paper writing, blockchain 

development, SRS for complex Blockchain Designs, 

ICO Planning and execution, financial analysis of 

projects and other critical matters related to 

Blockchain. He has over 10 years of experience in 

Information Technology industry. 

 

 

Rosheel Baig 
Technical Marketing Lead 

Focusing on marketing and business development 
Rosheel Baig has been involved in crypto industry since 
2012. He is the Co-founder and COO of Blockchain 
Expert Solutions (BES) a company which is dedicated 
purely to develop and solve blockchain related 
projects. He is an active advisor for several ICO’s and 
his capabilities of highly excellent communications 
with client and a very quick response time help the 
organization in progressing. Prior to launching BES in 
Pakistan, Rosheel has over 10 years experience in 
Information Technology industry. 
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Faryal Qazi  
Research Analyst 

 

Faryal is a competent Researcher and Blockchain 
business developer. She is efficient in white paper 
writing, development, blockchain researching, Initial 
Coin Offerings, business analysis, business 
development, competitor analysis, portfolio 
management, and project management. She has 5 
years of experience in content writing, editing, HR 
management, project management and public 
speaking. She is currently pursuing her Master’s degree 
in Data Sciences from Information Technology 
University, Lahore and holds a Bachelor’s degree in 
Computer System Engineering from University of 
Engineering and Technology. 

 

 

Waqar Ahmed 
Lead ICO Business Planner 

 

Waqar is lead for Business and Financial feasibilities 
and Financial Analysis, focusing in blockchain business 
models. He has previously worked as blockchain 
business analyst, digital marketing manager, chief 
operating officer, and as education ambassador in 
various notable companies and institutes. He is an 
expert in blockchain financial matters including 
financial modelling, bounty programs, ICO (Initial Coin 
Offerings), and business simulations. He has 
experience of working as blockchain business analyst 
with multiple startups including Pine.pk and Tectanic, 
as founder and CEO.   

 

Junaid Mushtaq 
Sr. Blockchain Engineer 

 

Junaid is a senior blockchain software engineer. 
expertise is in Smart Contracts, Solidity, Ethereum, 
Electron, MeteorJS, NodeJS and Private Blockchains. 
Junaid has experience with a number of ICO and 
blockchain projects where he has proven his strengths.   
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Nasir Mehmood 
Software Architecture Engineer 

 

 
Nasir is a software architecture engineer and currently 
managing the responsibilities of Design and Architect 
of client application at Blockchain Expert Solutions.  His 
expertise include, backend frameworks, Laravel, 
symfony, Yii, Codeigniter, frontend, Angular, Vuejs, 
React, React Native, Ionic, and nodejs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Faizah Bhatti 

Creative Director at GIA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ADVISORS 
Gemology Institute of America, (GIA) National College 
of Arts (NCA) Carlsbad, California, USA   

Fiazah Bhatti is an Art and Gemology expert with over 
20 years of experience at GIA.  

GIA is an independent nonprofit organization 
established in 1931 and is the world’s foremost 
authority on diamonds, colored stones, and pearls. GIA 
is also the leading source of knowledge, standards, and 
education in gems and jewelry. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/faizah-bhatti-b037151/ 
 
 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/faizah-bhatti-b037151/
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Bert-Ola Bergstrand 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chairman and co-founder at Social Capital Forum, 
Gothenburg, Sweden. 

Bert-Ola Bergstrand is a system-designer and global 
action facilitator. He is initiator, founder and co-
founder of a number of international platforms. Bert-
Ola is a great example of applied Open Innovation. He 
combines a flair for networking, putting the right 
people, and the right resources, into the right context 
at the right time, and encouraging the most fascinating 
connections. (Catalyzing, Connecting and Facilitating 
crowds of people who can make things happen) 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/bert-ola-bergstrand-
33222322/ 

http://crowdsourcingweek.com/speaker/bert-ola-
bergstrand/ 

 

Antoinette (Bonanno –Leonard) 
Matlins, PG, FGA,  

Woodstock, Vermont 

 

 

President at Antoinette Matlins, LLC 

Antoinette is a Professional Gemologist (PG) and 
Fellow of the Gemological Association of Great Britain 
(FGA) with over 25 years of experience with diamonds, 
colored gemstones, pearls, and fine jewelry. She is the 
Author of 7 books on gems and jewelry, and a leading 
consumer advocate in the field. Often seen or heard on 
TV and radio, and often quoted in national newspapers 
and magazines. Antoinette was made an FGA in 
November, 2012, "in recognition of her considerable 
contributions to the field of gemology" in an award 
ceremony at Goldsmith's Hall, London, England. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/antoinette-matlins-pg-
fga-28a1045/ 

 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/bert-ola-bergstrand-33222322/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bert-ola-bergstrand-33222322/
http://crowdsourcingweek.com/speaker/bert-ola-bergstrand/
http://crowdsourcingweek.com/speaker/bert-ola-bergstrand/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/antoinette-matlins-pg-fga-28a1045/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/antoinette-matlins-pg-fga-28a1045/
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Noreen Khan   
Finance Advisor 

United Arab Emirates 
 

Noreen Khan has over 30 years of corporate finance 
and public & private equity experience. This vast 
experience has given her extensive insight and 
experience in a broad range of verticals including 
HealthCare, Industrial Projects, Retail, Hospitality, and 
Technology.  

She has built specialties and skill sets in corporate 
restructuring, mergers and acquisitions, international 
roll out strategies, venture capital and private equity, 
and real estate investments.  

Noreen enjoys valuable long standing relationships 
throughout the world with portfolio managers, 
business owners and community leaders who respect 
and trust her reputation for integrity, straightforward 
communication and timely decision making.  

http://www.bartvault.com/advisors-noreen-khan.html 

 

 

 

Robin Kennedy,  Blackstone 
Audio (USA) 

 

Among Robin’s impressive experience is holding V.P. 
Marketing & Vendor Alliance position at Microage, Inc. 
one of the largest USA resellers of computer 
equipment and systems. This deep partnership and 
VAR network building insight, including building an 
ecosystem for VMware, Microsoft, Redhat, SAP, and 
other partners make Robin an invaluable resource for 
Blockchain Art Toujours business model to expand 
partnerships internationally. She has Impressive 
executive leadership skills and professionalism, with 
attention to detail and management of large sales 
team.     

https://www.linkedin.com/in/robin-kennedy-
6247774/ 

 

http://www.bartvault.com/advisors-noreen-khan.html
https://www.linkedin.com/in/robin-kennedy-6247774/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/robin-kennedy-6247774/
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Mr. Naveed Malik 

Chairman, Master Group of 
Companies 

 

Mr. Naveed Malik is an enterprising and seasoned 
businessman and an Art collector. Mr. Naveed Malik 
has been associated with Master group for the past 
three decades. He has extensive experience in the 
foam products industry and is responsible for 
developing the Master brand into the household name 
it is today. Mr. Malik is currently serving as Chairman 
of the various Master Group companies. He holds a 
Bachelor’s degree in Business Administration from the 
University of Southern California. 

http://www.bartvault.com/advisors-naveed-malik.html 

 

 

Sarah Hameed,  
Sotheby’s (UK) 

 

Sarah Aziza is a valued professional with Sotheby's 
London. She holds a Master’s Degree in Art Business 
from Sotheby’s Institute of Art and a Bachelor’s of 
Science Degree in Media, Culture, as well as in 
Communications and Art History from New York 
University. Sarah has been an expert researcher for 
ArtTactic, with a focus on Middle East and North 
African markets. Her former experience is with 
Christie’s New York. Having worked at both Christie’s 
and Sotheby’s, both in the top 5 Art houses, Sarah has 
exception insight of the professional Art World. 

http://www.bartvault.com/advisors-sarah-hameed.html 

 

 

Mary Ann Burns 

 

Mary Ann is a Channel Marketing Professional with 
Schneider Electric Software (California, USA), She has 
extensive expertise in Partner sales enablement and 
demand generation for Enterprise and Industrial 
Automation Software and Cloud Solution vendors. She 
is an accomplished, resourceful and goal-oriented 
professional with a comprehensive marketing 
background encompassing the areas of channel 
marketing and product marketing. Strong leadership 
and tactical hands-on skills with proven expertise in 
strategy and Go-To-Market (GTM) planning and 
execution.  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mary-ann-burns-
a135b53/ 

http://www.bartvault.com/advisors-naveed-malik.html
http://www.bartvault.com/advisors-sarah-hameed.html
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mary-ann-burns-a135b53/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mary-ann-burns-a135b53/
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Peggy Tsiamis 

 

Art and Gemology Historian / Research, Carlsbad, Ca. 
(USA) 

Peggy Tsiamis is a Art and Gems historian. She is a 
visual resources librarian who matches images to 
content, has a degree in gemology from Santiago 
Canyon College in Orange County, California and GIA 
AJP. Peggy has over 25 years expetise in Digital Assets 
and Gem and Jewelry Photography. As a Art and Gems 
historian, she has been active as a media editor who 
researches, catalogs and documents photos. Some of 
her contributions include;  Digital Asset Management 
for Gem and Jewelry Photography, The Glory of Green 
Gems, A Case of Mistaken Identity?, Timeless, 
Miniature Carvings for Jewelry Lovers, Optical Effects 
of Phenomenal Cabochons, and Timeless, Miniature 
Carvings for Jewellery Lovers. 

 

http://www.bartvault.com/advisors-peggy-tsiamis.html 

 

 

Kathryn Bonanno 
AntiQuorom Founder, (USA) 

 

Kathryn Bonanno Patrizzi was born into gemology - the 
daughter of Antonio C. Bonanno, the renown 
gemologist and educator in whose name a highly 
prized award is given each year to an exceptional 
professional in the field. She has worked in some of the 
finest retail boutiques in Italy, Hong Kong, London, 
New York and was head of the jewelry departments 
some important international auction houses.  The 
most telling of Kathryn’s expertise, though, is in her 
exquisite collection of gems and jewels. She only 
acquires exceptionally made, true “period” pieces, 
primarily from the art deco and retro periods (never 
any reproductions), or rare, natural gems that have not 
been treated or enhanced in any way. 

http://www.kathrynbonannogems.com/about-
kathryn.html 

 

http://www.bartvault.com/advisors-peggy-tsiamis.html
http://www.kathrynbonannogems.com/about-kathryn.html
http://www.kathrynbonannogems.com/about-kathryn.html
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Hilda Khurram 

 

S & L International, Los Angeles, California (USA) 

Hilda Khurram has over 25 years of experience in 
Networks and Data Integration Consultation. Her 
expertise in Infrastructure, Information Security (GDPR 
Compliancy) and Disaster Recovery is most valued by 
her clients. Companies that she has represented and 
consulted for include; iQor, IBM,   Sun Microsystems, 
Huawei Technologies and NovaQuest Infosystems 
among others. Besites her IT credentials, she is a 
Persian art collector with some rare Persian Art in her 
portfolio.  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/hilda-khorram-017847/ 

 

 

Roger Boman 

Mr. Bowman is founder and CEO of HPZ LLC, a web 
marketing firm. Previously he served as Chief 
Information Officer at Nationwide Security & Building 
Services, VP Marketing at Knowledge Universe, Sr. 
Marketing Manager at Symantec where he launched 
Visual Café and drove first-year revenue to $32 
million, Director of Desktop Services at Electronic 
Arts, and Product Group Manager at Borland Intl 
(maker of dBase). Additionally, he has founded two 
startups: nTier Corp, a maker of language-agnostic 
application development tools for which he raised 
$1.2 million, and eBusiness Systems Integrators where 
he sold $3.6 million in web development services his 
first year. 

http://www.bartvault.com/advisors-roger-bowman.html 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/hilda-khorram-017847/
http://www.bartvault.com/advisors-roger-bowman.html
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Doug Cabell 

Director of Network 
Engineering, Badu NW 

Orange County, California (USA) 

 

Doug Cabell is a highly experienced and hands-on IT 
specialist with 38 yrs. of proven technical and 
leadership experience, He has demonstrated record of 
accomplishments leading teams and 
completing/maintaining multifaceted IT projects in 
Network Intrusion detection,  Information Security, 
Wide Area Networks (Network Architecture, MPLS, 
VPNs, PtoP, etc.), Storage Area Networks (SANs), 
Servers/Virtualized Servers and complex software 
programming projects. Doug is pioneer and a widely 
known personality in SNMP SME world.  Many product 
manufacturers in the IT world have used Doug’s very 
objective feedback to endorse and validate their 
products; notably Juniper, SonicWALL, Cisco & 
Sourcefire, Dell RFDPI / Vectra Networks, and Silver 
Peak (Network WAN Optimization). Doug is the also co-
author of WebVision’s Network Management and 
Event Correlation platform for pro-active and re-active 
network management. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dougcabell/ 

 

Jennifer-Lynn Archuleta 

 

 

Editor, Gems & Gemology at GIA (Gemological Institute 
of America)  

Jennifer-Lynn Jennings has devoted her professional 
life to the craft of writing. She has held positions such 
as editor, copywriter, writing instructor, and news 
producer. She earned an M.A. in English Language and 
Literature from the University of New Orleans, and a 
B.A. in English Literature from the University of 
Massachusetts-Amherst. She Authors, copyedits, 
proofreads, and typesets editorial content and works 
closely with the Content Strategy team, instructional 
designers, and subject matter experts to develop, 
enhance, and maximize content. Provides input for 
publication scheduling. 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jennifer-lynn-archuleta-
0b56ab37/ 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dougcabell/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jennifer-lynn-archuleta-0b56ab37/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jennifer-lynn-archuleta-0b56ab37/
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Saeed Akhtar 

Professional Artist 

(PRIDE OF PERFORMANCE 1994) 

(SITARA-I-IMTIAZ 2012) 

 

Saeed Akhtar is one of the most renowned Artists 
of the Indo-Pak Subcontinent. He graduated from 
National College of Arts, Lahore where he studied 
art from the famous Pakistani artist Shakir Ali. 
Akhtar's own recent students include Pakistani 
artist Mahmood Hayat. After graduation, Akhtar 
joined NCA’s teaching staff. His major commission 
in 1970 was a portrait of Muhammad Ali Jinnah 
done. This painting currently hangs in the State 
Bank of Pakistan building in Islamabad. His work 
has also been displayed in many exhibitions in 
Pakistan and USA. Akhtar was also commissioned 
to design Pakistan's largest stamp issue consisting 
of 27 stamps (1990, SG 801-827) on pioneers of 
freedom. 
 
http://www.bartvault.com/advisors-saeed-
akhtar.html 
 

  

http://www.bartvault.com/advisors-saeed-akhtar.html
http://www.bartvault.com/advisors-saeed-akhtar.html
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OFFICIAL CHANNELS 
 
ICO Website:    http://ico.barvault.io 
 
Platform:           http://www.bartvault.net 
 
General:            http://www.bartvault.com 
 
 
FACEBOOK:      https://web.facebook.com/BARTVault/ 
 
 
TWITTER:     https://twitter.com/bartvault1 
 
 
LinkedIn:    https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12101218 
 
 
GitHub:     https://github.com/Bartvault 
 
 
Instagram:    https://www.instagram.com/?hl=en 
 
 
Reddit:   http://www.reddit.com/u/Bartvault 
 
 
Medium: http://www.medium.com 
 
 
Steemit:   http://www.steemit.com 
 
 
 
  

http://ico.barvault.io/
http://www.bartvault.net/
http://www.bartvault.com/
https://web.facebook.com/BARTVault/
https://twitter.com/bartvault1
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12101218
https://github.com/Bartvault
https://www.instagram.com/?hl=en
http://www.reddit.com/u/Bartvault
http://www.medium.com/
http://www.steemit.com/
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• https://cointelegraph.com/news/blockchain-to-change-world-of-fine-arts-as-we-know-it 

• The European Fine Art Foundation (TEFAF), Broekwal 64, 5268 HD Helvoirt, The Netherlands, 

TEFAF Art Market Report 2017; 

http://made2measure.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/TEFAF-Art-e-commerce-2017.pdf 

• Deloitte Art & Finance 2016 

•  http://made2measure.org/tefaf/amr2017/market 

•  https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/23/arts/global-art-market.html 

•  http://made2measure.org/tefaf-art-market-report-online-focus-2017/   

•  http://made2measure.org/tefaf/amr2017/online-art-market 

•  An Art Basel & UBS Report 2017; 

https://d33ipftjqrd91.cloudfront.net/asset/cms/Art_Basel_and_UBS_The_Art_Market_2017.pdf 

• The Business Blockchain, promise, practice and application of the next Internet Technology; 

William Mougayar, Wiley Publications, 2016. ISBN 978-1-119-30031-1 

• Perspective: The Industry Implications of Blockchain Technology (IDC #US40883716, January 

2016) 

• Blockchain — Seizing the Opportunities in Distributed Ledgers and Smart Contracts (IDC 

#DR2017_T3_BF, February 2017) 

• Art Law on Expert Opinion and Authenticity: Chandok v. Kleissig, 632 F.3d 803 (2d Cir. 2011). A 

living artist also has the right of attribution and right of integrity under the federal Visual Artists 

Rights Act, 17 U.S.C. 106A, which allow the artist to prevent the use of his or her name with a 

work the artist did not create or that is a distortion or modification of the artist’s work that is 

prejudicial to the artist’s reputation 

• The Value of Art: Money, Power, Beauty. Michael Findlay; How the art world values art is 

important because the concept of "value" is at issue in art disputes, often to calculate the 

measure of damages for lost, stolen or damaged artwork. How value is assessed is also essential 

when deciding on the information disclosures and representations in art transactions. 

• Self-sovereign identity concept (https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jandrieu/rebooting-the-

web-of-trust-fall2016/master/topics-and-advance-readings/a-technology-free-definition-of-

self-sovereign-identity.pdf) 
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